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The HIV-1 core is made up of capsid proteins (CA) which house the NC-RNA
complex, the viral integrase (IN), and reverse transcriptase (RT). Studies show viral
infectivity is dependent on proper capsid assembly, stability, and the ability of capsid to
disassemble. Despite this, the molecular mechanisms controlling HIV-1 capsid assembly
and disassembly are poorly understood. Sequence analysis of CA reveals two highly
conserved cysteine residues Cys198 and Cys218, which can be found in most
retroviruses. A mutation of either cysteine impairs viral assembly or infectivity. It has
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by the oxidation or reduction of the intramolecular disulfide formed between Cys198 and
Cys218.
We investigated the role of these conserved cysteine residues and the impact their
intramolecular disulfide bond had on capsid stability and assembly. We observed that
oxidized C-terminal domain (CTD) is less stable than the reduced CTD but that disulfide
bond formation promotes dimerization. In the full-length CA the oxidized and double
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disulfide, disassembles faster. These findings suggest HIV-1 CA disassembles in a redox
dependent manner.
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Chapter 1 : Background and Specific Aims
Introduction
Since the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, over 25 million people have died of
HIV related causes, and there are currently 33.4 million people living with HIV
(www.unaids.org). While significant advances in HIV therapeutics have been made, there
is still no cure, warranting continual research. Moreover, long-term toxicity of existing
therapies lowers patient compliance and increases the likelihood of viral resistance. A
simple, potent and inexpensive alternative has yet to be marketed. As a result, HIV
protein-protein interactions (PPI) have been the focus of drug research. It is well
established that HIV capsid protein (CA) plays an integral role in viral assembly and
infectivity, making it an attractive therapeutic target. A prerequisite to designing
therapeutics which target viral PPI is an in-depth structural, biochemical and biophysical
understanding of how these proteins interact at the molecular level.
Our interest in CA is two-fold. First, we seek to investigate the molecular
mechanisms controlling CA assembly and disassembly; second, we wish to investigate
the capsid’s C-terminal domain (CTD) interface as a therapeutic target. Such mechanistic
studies with translational applications are instrumental in unveiling new therapies.
Human Immunodeficiency Virus
In the early 1980’s the disease now known as Acquired Immunodeficiency
Disease Syndrome (AIDS) emerged as a devastating epidemic (1). The disease was first
associated with the homosexual population, then drug users, and people who received
blood transfusions. Ultimately, it spread to the general population. AIDS is characterized
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by immune system failure and extreme susceptibility to opportunistic infections. In 1983,
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) was identified as the causative agent of
AIDS. Two years later, another strain HIV-2 was isolated from African patients with
AIDS (2-8). Both HIV-1 and HIV-2 are transmitted through blood, semen, breast milk,
sexual contact, and from mother-to-child. HIV-1 is the predominant strain worldwide,
whereas HIV-2 is primarily found in Western Africa. HIV-2 is harder to transmit and
individuals infected with HIV-2 rarely develop AIDS (9, 10). Sequence analysis
determined the two strains originated independently from one another, HIV-1 from
chimpanzee virus (SIVcpz), and HIV-2 from the sooty mangabeys virus (SIVsm) (1114).
HIV is a retrovirus. Retroviruses were discovered in 1908 by Oluf Bang and
Vilhelm Ellerman (15). “Retro” refers to the distinctive viral lifecycle characterized by a
DNA intermediate that is reverse transcribed from the genomic RNA. There are seven
genera within the retrovirus family which include: alpha retroviruses, beta retroviruses,
gamma

retroviruses,

delta retroviruses,

epsilon

retroviruses,

lentiviruses,

and

spumaviruses. HIV belongs to the genera lentivirus. “Lenti-” is Latin for “slow”, and
refers to the virus’s long incubation period and duration of illness.
HIV-1 is classified into four groups: M (major), O (outlier), N (non M, non-O),
and P (pending the identification of further human cases). Group M accounts for more
than 90% of HIV/AIDS cases, and is further divided to clades or subtypes: A1, A2, B, C,
D, E, F1, F2, G, H, J, K, and O. In addition to these groups, viruses that result from
recombination of subtypes are referred to as circulating recombinant forms (CRF). These
strains are given a number and letter according to recombinant subtypes (13, 16-19).
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Retroviruses are a large, diverse family found in all vertebrates. Retroviruses are
enveloped, approximately 100 nm in diameter, and covered in viral spike glycoproteins.
Inside the lipid bilayer are matrix proteins (MA), and an inner core of capsid proteins
(CA). Inside the core there are two copies of the genomic RNA, the nucleoprotein
complex (NC), and viral integrase (IN). A cartoon representation of the virus can be seen
in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Cartoon of HIV Virion.
Reprinted and adapted by permission from Nature Publishing Group. (License #3425411131337): Harriet
L. Robinson. Nature Reviews Immunology. 2, 239-250 (April 2002).

The positive sense RNA genome of HIV is depicted in Figure 1.2. Each strand is
~ 9.7 kb in length. The RNA contains a 5’ cap and 3’ poly-adenylate tail. The 5’ end has
a long terminal repeat (LTR) which contains four regions: R, U5, a primer binding site
(PBS), and L. The R region is found on both ends of the genome and ensures end-to-end
transfer during reverse transcription. U5 is a short unique sequence important for reverse
transcription and integration. The primer binding site is 18 bases complementary to the 3’
end of the tRNA primer. The L region is an untranslated leader region that contains the
signal for packing the RNA, ψ. The 3’ LTR contains a polypurine tract (PPT), U3 and R.
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The PPT functions as a primer for the plus-strand DNA synthesis during reverse
transcription, and the U3 region contains the transcriptional promoter and regulatory
elements responsible for recruiting RNA pol II. R is the same repeated sequence seen at
the 5’ end.

Figure 1.2 Schematic of HIV Genome.
Reprinted and adapted by permission from Nature Publishing Group. (License #3425411131337): Harriet
L. Robinson. Nature Reviews Immunology. 2, 239-250 (April 2002).

The coding region of the RNA contains nine genes: Gag, Pol, Env Tat, Rev, Vif,
Vpu, Vpr and Nef. Gag and Env are structural proteins, and Pol is the viral polymerase.
These three genes are found in all retroviruses, simple and complex. The remaining
proteins tat and rev (regulatory proteins), Vpu, Vpr and Nef are accessory and only found
in complex retroviruses.
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HIV-1 Lifecycle

Figure 1.3 Schematic of HIV Lifecycle.
The figure depicts (binding) HIV attachment to CD4 and co-receptor CCR5, (entry) fusion with the target
cell membrane, (uncoating) release of viral RNA and proteins into the cytoplasm, and (integration)
formation of the pre-integration complex and translocation into the nucleus. Once integrated into the host
genome, the virus will transcribe viral RNA from which viral proteins will be translated. The virus will
assemble at the plasma membrane and bud off as an immature particle. The final step in the viral lifecycle
is maturation, which occurs when the viral protease cleaves the Gag polyprotein. Reprinted by permission
from Nature Publishing Group (License #3424820013889): Francoise Barre-Sinoussi et al. Nature Reviews
Microbiology. 11, 877-883 (2013).

Entry
The primary receptor for HIV binding is the cellular CD4 molecule (20-22). Thus,
HIV is able to infect memory CD4+ T cells, macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) (2329). The virus will bind to the CD4 molecules on the cell surface via gp120 (30). In
addition to CD4 binding, the virus also uses co-receptors CC-chemokine receptor 5
(CCR5) or CXC-chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) (31, 32). Chemokine receptors are a
family of seven transmembrane, G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). Which chemokine
receptor the virus binds to determines whether it is R5 tropic (CCR5) or X4 tropic
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(CXCR4) (22, 33-35). Once the gp120/CD4/co-receptor complex is formed, the virus
fuses with the membrane releasing the viral core (36, 37). The core will disassemble, in a
process known as uncoating, which allows the RNA to be reverse transcribed in the
cytoplasm by the viral RT enzyme. Once reverse transcribed, the DNA will be shuttled
into the nucleus in integrate into the target cell genome by the viral integrase (IN).
The sequences of events that occur during uncoating are highly debated. EM
analysis suggests the core does not remain intact very long post fusion, but the
mechanisms regulating this process are unknown (38). It is well established that optimal
core stability is required for viral infectivity. Mutations that destabilize the core and cause
premature uncoating, exposure the viral RNA to host enzymes that degrade it before it
can be reverse transcribed. On the other hand, mutations that enhance core stability
prevent disassembly and the infection is aborted. This suggests that HIV assembly and
disassembly are delicately balanced and functionally coupled.
Assembly
Once integrated into the host genome, this serves as the template to transcribe
spliced mRNA, from which viral proteins will be translated, and full-length genomic
RNA. These constructs transported from the nucleus by the viral Rev protein, so
assembly can begin. HIV morphogenesis can be separated into 3 distinct events:
assembly, where Gag polyproteins aggregate at the plasma membrane and package the
viral NC-RNA complex; budding, where the virus detaches from the host membrane as
an immature particle; and maturation, where the viral protease cleaves the Gag
polyproteins and they rearrange to form the mature virus.
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Assembly begins when Gag polyproteins, encoded in the gag gene are translated
by ribosomes in the cytoplasm. Gag contains the structural elements of HIV: MA, CA,
NC, p6 and 2 spacer proteins SP1 and SP2, and accounts for approximately 50% of the
virion mass (Figure 1.4) (39, 40). During translation, a ribosomal shift into the Pol
reading frame occurs 5-10% of the time, resulting in the synthesis of gag-pol fusion
proteins (41, 42). The N-terminus of the Gag and Gag-pol proteins contain a myristoyl
group, allowing them to insert into the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane.

Figure 1.4 Tertiary Schematic of the Gag Polyprotein.
The Gag polyprotein consists of matrix (MA), capsid (CA), spacer protein 1 (SP1), nucleoprotein (NC),
spacer 2 (SP2) and a C-terminal p6 protein. Reprinted and modified by permission from Elsevier (License #
3422060572134): Yeager, M. J Mol Bio. Jul 22, 2011: 410(4): 534-552.
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Budding
The multimerization of Gag proteins create the immature lattice, allowing the
virus to bud off the target cell as an immature, spherical particle (43, 44). Figure 1.5
depicts the structural differences between the immature and mature virus. Electron
microscopy shows the Gag polyproteins are organized in a radial fashion, where MA is
membrane anchored, and the C-terminal p6 points towards the center of the virion (45,
46) (Figure 1.5 A). This immature lattice is stabilized by lateral interactions between the
C-terminal domain of CA (CTD) and SP1. MA, p6 and the N-terminal domain of CA
(NTD) are dispensable for immature lattice formation (47, 48).

Figure 1.5 Organization of the HIV Immature and Mature Virions.
(A) In the immature virus, Gag is organized in the radial fashion. Below is an EM image of an immature
particle. (B) In the mature virus, the Gag polyprotein is cleaved, and CA proteins re-arrange into an
electron dense core. Below is an EM image of an infectious particle.(green) gp210, (maroon) MA, (orange)
CA CTD, (purple) CA NTD, (black) NC, (red) RNA. Reprinted by permission from Elsevier (License #
3422060572134): Yeager, M. J Mol Bio. Jul 22, 2011: 410(4): 534-552.
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Maturation
The final step to becoming a fully infectious particle is maturation. This is
concomitant with or shortly after budding. During this time, the viral protease (PR)
cleaves the Gag polyproteins at specific cleavage sites (Figure 1.6) (49, 50).The proteins
fold and reorganize to form a mature virus. Cleavage of CA from MA creates an Nterminal β-hairpin stabilized by a salt bridge between Pro1 and Asp51. This serves as a
maturation switch to initiate core assembly. CA proteins condense in the center of the
virion forming an electron dense conical core, which houses the viral NC-RNA complex,
and key enzymes RT and IN (Figure 1.5B). Studies show if sequence of PR cleavage is
disrupted or inhibited, virus is not able to mature and is rendered non-infectious.

Figure 1.6 A Schematic of Gag Proteolytic Cleavage.
Reprinted by permission from Elsevier (License # 3425530716147): Bell et al. Trends in Microbiology.
Vol 21, Issue 3, March 2013. Page 136-144.
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Capsid Protein

Figure 1.7 HIV-1 Capsid Protein.
The CA monomer was solved by X-ray crystallography at a 2.7 Å resolution (PDB: 3H47) (51). (A) NTD
folds into seven α-helices and the CTD folds into four α-helices that are connected by a flexible linker. The
NTD contains an N-terminal β-hairpin (red) critical for proper folding. (B) The CTD α-helix 2 forms
interface in mature CA-CA interactions.

There are approximately 5,000 copies of CA in a given virion, of which only
1,000-1,500 assemble into the core. This suggests the core is in a dynamic equilibrium.
The CA concentration inside the virus is thought to be as high as 3-8 mM (52, 53).
Soluble full-length CA is a weak homodimer with approximate Kd = 18 µM, while the
CTD has a stronger Kd = 10 µM. CA comprises 231 amino acid residues and folds into an
N-terminal α-helical domain (NTD) and a C-terminal α-helical domain (CTD) which are
connected by a flexible linker (Figure 1.7) (54, 55). The NTD folds into seven α-helices
and contains a cyclophilin A binding motif and an N-terminal β-hairpin.
The C-terminal domain, also known as the dimerization domain, is 86 amino acid
residues and has a 310-helix followed by four α-helices. It is required for CA
dimerization, Gag oligomerization (56) and mature virion formation (56-61). It forms
CTD-CTD interactions through its second α-helix (Figure 1.8) (45, 54, 55).
Approximately 22 amino acid residues of each CTD monomer make up the dimer
10

interface. This buries approximately 1,800 Å2 of the solvent-accessible area and about
two-thirds of this area is of non-polar side chains. Mutational analysis by alanine scan
identified nine residues critical to dimer formation: Ile150, Leu151, Arg154, Lys172,
Gln175, Val181, Trp184, Met185, and Leu189 (62). A double mutation of Trp184 and
Met185 to Ala alone are sufficient to prevent dimerization (55, 63). Genetic, structural,
and biochemical analysis concluded the interface of soluble recombinant CTD dimers
corresponds with the CTD interface of the mature lattice.

Figure 1.8 HIV-1 CTD Dimer.
The structure of HIV-1 CTD was solved by x-ray crystallography to 2.6 Å resolution (PDB 1A43) (64). (AB) CTD folds into four α-helices. The dimer interface is formed through α-helix 2. (C) Stick model of two
hydrophobic residues Met184 and Trp185, which are critical for dimerization. (D) Met184 and Trp185 are
depicts as a space filling model.

The CTD also contains a span of 20 amino acid residues, which is conserved
among replication-competent retroviruses (40, 65, 66). This motif dubbed the Major
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Homology Region (MHR) is important for both particle assembly and core
morphogenesis (67-69). While an in-depth explanation for its conservation is unknown, a
“dimer swapped” model proposes the MHR plays a role in the immature-mature virus
intermediate structure. The MHR is not found at the dimer interface but makes extensive
hydrogen-bonding networks between strand 1 and helices 1 and 2 (55).
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Figure 1.9 Sequence Alignment of Retroviral Major Homology Region.
Primary sequence alignment of select retroviral Major Homology Regions. (red) completely conserved
residues. SIV, Simian immunodeficiency virus; EIAV, Equine infectious anemia virus; HTLV-1, human Tcell leukemia virus; MMTV, mouse mammary tumor virus; FIV, feline leukemia virus; BIV, bovine
immunodeficiency virus; FeLV, Feline leukemia virus.

Further sequence analysis of the CTD reveals two highly conserved cysteine residues
found in all retroviruses except spumaviruses. Their functional role in HIV pathogenesis
is unclear, but in in-vitro studies where either was mutated to Ser, viral assembly or
infectivity were impaired (70).
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Figure 1.10 Sequence Alignment of Retroviral CTD.
Amino acid sequence alignment of the capsid protein from several Retroviridae family members show two
highly conserved cysteine residues. The region shown corresponds to HIV-1 residues 197-221 of the CTD.
The cysteine residues highlighted in red are capable of forming an intramolecular disulfide bond. SIV,
Simian immunodeficiency virus; EIAV, Equine infectious anemia virus; HTLV-1, human T-cell leukemia
virus; MMTV, mouse mammary tumor virus; FIV, feline leukemia virus; BIV, bovine immunodeficiency
virus; JSRV, Jaagsiekte retrovirus.
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Immature Core
Mutational studies on the immature lattice indicate it is an incomplete continuous
layer that is not fully closed (71-73). Recently, Cryo-EM and Cryo-ET were used to solve
the structure of immature VLPs from the CA and NC of the Mason-Pfizer monkey
retrovirus to an 8 Å resolution (74). From this, a pseudo-atomic model of the immature
lattice of HIV-1 was made. It was determined that Gag interactions are mediated
primarily through a six-helix bundle of SP1 and CTD-CTD interactions, explaining why
the CTD is so important to immature particle assembly. It also showed the 8 nm spaced
hexameric rings were formed by CTD-CTD interactions, while the NTD-NTD and CTDCTD interactions linked the hexamers together (Figure 1.11). These contacts are unique
to the immature lattice, and are not conserved in the mature form (74). In addition to
hexamers, 5-12 pentamers are also observed. The intrinsic flexibility of the
intramolecular NTD-NTD and CTD-CTD interactions, and variable incorporation of
pentamers all contribute to the shell curvature and the heterogeneity in HIV cores.
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Figure 1.11 Structural Model of Gag Lattice
Atomic models of immature (left) and mature (right) lattices. NTD (cyan); CTD (yellow); SP1 (magenta).
Reprinted by permission from John Wiley and Sons (License # 3426030912204): Wright et al. (2007),
EMBO J. 26, 2218-2226.

Mature Core

Figure 1.12 Structure of Mature HIV-1 Core.
Capsid NTD form hexameric rings (blue) and pentameric rings (green) that are linked together by the CTD.
Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Limited (License # 3424921263026): Zhao et al.
Nature. Vol. 497( 643-646) 30, May 2013.

Structural studies of the mature lattice conducted by Cryo-EM, Cryo-ET, or
electron Cryo-crystallography, use either authentic cores, or mature-like particles from
in-vitro assembly reactions. The mature cores have a conical shape roughly 100-120 nm
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in length, the wider end having a diameter of 50-60 nm with a 18-24° angled tip as shown
in Figure 1.12. The CA-CA interfaces in the mature lattice are distinct from those in the
immature lattice. Approximately 250 hexameric rings are formed through NTD-NTD
interactions, and spaced 9-10 nm apart (Figure 1.13). The hexamers are linked together
by CTD-CTD interactions. The a lattice is further stabilized by NTD-CTD between
neighboring subunits of the same hexamer, and a small polar interface between CTDCTD interfaces around each threefold symmetry axis (75). In addition to hexmeric rings,
each lattice will incorporate 12 pentamers responsible for capping the ends (51, 76, 77).
These interfaces are energetically weak, and in many cases a single amino acid
substitution can disrupt the mature CA lattice (78).

Figure 1.13 Structure of Mature HIV-1 Hexamers and Pentamers.
(A-B) The crystal structure of CA hexamers was solved to a 1.9 Å resolution (PDB 3H47). The NTD (grey)
forms hexameric rings, while the CTD (colored) forms intra-hexamer dimers. (C-D) the structure of CA
pentamers was solved to a 2.5 Å resolution (PBD 3P05).
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Specific Aims
The integral role of capsid’s CTD in viral assembly and maturation makes it an
attractive anti-viral target. In order to deepen our understanding of this important viral
protein, we proposed to explore the molecular mechanisms controlling CA assembly.
Specifically, our focus will be on the conserved Cys198 and Cys218 residues, as it has
been speculated that CA assembly is redox dependent. We will also explore the CTD as
potential anti-viral target. Such studies are important as they may lead to the
identification of novel therapies. The specific aims of this project are as follows:

Aim 1. Examine the influence of disulfide bond formation on HIV-1 CA assembly.
Hypothesis: The formation of an intramolecular disulfide bond between conserved
residues Cys198 and Cys218 regulates HIV-1 CA assembly or disassembly.
Aim 1.1 Quantify the impact of disulfide bonding on CTD-CTD
dimerization. Analytical ultracentrifugation will be used to quantify the
dissociation equilibrium constants of the respective homodimers: oxidized,
reduced, Cys198Ser, Cys218Ser, and Cys198Ser/Cys218Ser CTD.
Aim 1.2 Examine the impact of disulfide bond formation on CTD structure.
We will crystalize CTD Cys-to-Ser mutants and compared them to the oxidized
CTD structure previously obtained in attempt to visualize structural differences
that arise from disulfide bond formation.
Aim 1.3 Measure the impact disulfide bond formation has on CA assembly or
disassembly. Assembly assays, which rely on UV spectrophotometry, can detect
the formation of CA oligomers in solution and will be used to examine the impact
disulfide formation has on CA assembly or disassembly.
16

Aim 2. Design and optimize a high-throughput screen for small molecule inhibitors
of HIV-1 CA assembly.
Hypothesis: High throughput screening assays could reveal small molecules that inhibit
HIV-1 capsid assembly.
Aim 2.1 Use the CTD-CTD dimer system to screen for dimerization
inhibitors. Fluorescently labeled CTD will be used as a probe in a highthroughput screen to identify inhibitors that disrupt CTD-CTD dimerization.

Aim 3. Validate the ability of small molecule compounds to disrupt CA assembly.
Hypothesis: Small molecules that disrupt CTD-CTD dimerization will inhibit CA
assembly and HIV-1 replication or infectivity in-vitro.
Aim 3.1 Biochemical validations. IC50 of small molecule inhibitors of CTD
dimerization will be determined using FP. The ability of small molecules to
inhibit HIV-1 capsid assembly will be measured with CA using assembly assays.
Aim 3.2 Structural and functional validations. NMR and x-ray crystallography
will be used to identify the target site of small molecules on CTD to structurally
validate their mechanism of action.
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Chapter 2 : Materials and Methods
Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis
We developed a protocol for the chemical synthesis of HIV-1 CTD, using solid
phase peptide synthesis, and native chemical ligation. Boc-Leucine PAM resin was
bought from Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA); Boc-(L)-amino acids used were
bought from Peptide International; 2-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium
hexafluoroohsposhate (HBTU) was purchased from Oakwood Products, Inc. (West
Columbia SC); N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) and p-cresol were supplied by SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO); Dimethyl Formamide (DMF), Dichloromethane (DCM) and
HPLC grade Acetonitrile (ACN) were obtained from Thermo-Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA); Trifluroactetic Acid (TFA) was purchased from Halocarbon (River
Edge, NJ); Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) was supplied by Matheson Trigas (Montgomeryville,
PA); TAMRA, SE; 5-(and-6)-Carboxytetramethylrhodamine, Succinimidyl Ester (5(6)TAMRA, SE), mixed isomers were bought from Invitrogen.
Peptides were synthesized on an ABI 433A automated peptide synthesizer. Figure
2.1 depicts the HTBU activation/DIEA in situ neutralization protocol used. This was
originally developed by Kent and colleagues, for Boc-chemistry solid phase peptide
synthesis (79).
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Figure 2.1 Amino Acid Coupling in Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis.

The sequence of the 86 amino acid residue peptide, CTD is as follows:
SPTSILDIRQ155GPKEPFRDYV165DRFYKTLRAE175QASQEVKNWM185TETLLVQN
AN195PDCKTILKAL205GPAATLEEMM215TACQGVGGPG225HKARVL231
The protein was synthesized in two fragments and later joined by native chemical
ligation. We introduced an A194Cys mutation to create a site permissible for ligation.
Cys198 and Cys218 were orthogonally protected by S-acetamidomethyl (Acm).
Fragment 1:
SPTSILDIRQ155GPKEPFRDYV165DRFYKTLRAE175QASQEVKNWM185TETLLVQN
Fragment 2:
CN195PDCKTILKAL205GPAATLEEMM215TACQGVGGPG225HKARVL231

Step 1- TFA De-protection: Boc-Lys-PAM resin was re-hydrated in DMF and subject to
100% TFA washes to remove the N-tert-butoxycarbonyl (Boc) groups from the amino
acid. DMF and DCM used to wash the resin in between steps.
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Step 2- Amino Acid Activation: 2.2 mmol of Boc-protected amino acids were activated
in DMF for 3 min using 2.0 mmol of HBTU in the presence of 20% DIEA (v/v).
Step 3- Amino Acid Coupling: Activated amino acids were coupled to the resin for 10
min on ABI 433A peptide synthesizer.
Step 4- Return to Step 1: After coupling, the next amino acid is de-protected and added
to resin until synthesis of peptide was complete.
After synthesis, the peptide was cleaved off the resin using hydrogen fluoride
(HF) (10 ml/g resin) in the presence of p-cresol (1:1 w/w). The cleavage reaction was
performed in an ice bath at 0 oC, for 1 hour. Subsequently, we precipitated the peptide
with cold ether, and dissolved it in 8 M GuHCl. The crude peptide was purified by
reverse-phase HPLC using a Vydac C18 Column (15 μm, 50 x 250 mm) with a linear
gradient of 25-45% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA. The flow rate was 40 ml/min.
Final product molecular masses were verified using electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS, Micromass ZQ-4000). Final yields were 10% for (CTD 146-193),
and 20% (CTD 194-231) on a synthetic scale of 0.25 mmol.
Native Chemical Ligation
Native chemical ligation was performed as previously described (80-82). Briefly,
the two peptides were dissolved to a 10 mg/ml concentration in a buffer containing 6 M
GuHCl and 0.1 M sodium phosphate. To this we added 50 mM TCEP and 50 mM 4Mercaptophenylacetic acid (MPAA), and adjusted the pH to 7.2. The reaction proceeded
for 3 hours, at room temperature before purification by RP-HPLC. We used a WatersTM
C18 reverse phase symmetry column, and an acetonitrile gradient of 25-45% with 0.1%
TFA. The flow rate was 15 ml/min. The ligation product yield was 40%.
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Desulferization
We desulfurized Cys194 to Ala as previously reported (83, 84). The peptide was
dissolved in a 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer containing 6 M GuHCl, to a concentration
of 5 mg/ml. 0.25 M TCEP and 5% v/v 0.1 M 2,2'-Azobis[2-(2-imidazolin-2-yl)propane]
Dihydrochloride (VA-44) were added before adjusting the pH to 7.2. Finally, 5% v/v
tBuSH and 2.5% v/v EtSH were added. The reaction proceeded for 1 hour, in a 40 °C oil
bath. Final products were purified by RP-HPLC, on a WatersTM C18 reverse phase
symmetry column using a 25-45% acetonitrile gradient with 0.1% TFA. The flow rate
was 15 ml/min. The total yield was 90%.
Acm Removal and Oxidative Folding
We removed the Acm protecting groups from the two cysteine residues by
dissolving the peptide in a 0.2 M HCl solution containing 0.1 M citric acid. 0.5 mM
iodine dissolved in methanol was added drop-wise to the solution, until a stable yellow
color was established. The final peptide concentration was 0.5 mg/ml. The reaction
proceeded for 1 hour at room temperature before quenching by excess ascorbic acid. The
peptide was purified on a C18 WatersTM symmetry column by RP-HPLC using a 25-45%
acetonitrile gradient with 0.1% TFA. The flow rate was 15 ml/min. The loss of the 2 Acm
groups, and cysteine oxidation was confirmed by ESI-MS. The final yield was 80%.
Reduction of Disulfide Bond
To reduce the disulfide bond, the peptide was dissolved in a buffer containing 0.1
M sodium phosphate, and 6 M GuHCl. We added 50 mM TCEP and adjusted the pH to
7.2. The reaction proceeded at room temperature for 1 hour, before RP-HPLC
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purification. We used a 25-45% acetonitrile gradient with 0.1% TFA. The flow rate was
15 ml/min. The cysteine reduction was verified by ESI-MS.
CD Spectroscopy and Guanidine Denaturation Assay
Lyophilized oxidized or reduced CTD protein was re-suspended in 5 mM
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and dialyzed overnight to remove residual TFA. The protein
was concentrated to 50 µM and the Far-UV spectra were obtained at 25°C on a J-810
spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Easton, MD) using a 1 mm-cuvette. 0.1 mM TCEP was
present in the buffer of the reduced CTD to prevent oxidation. Protein denaturation by
guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl) was carried out at room temperature and monitored at
222 nm by CD spectroscopy. Initially, 2.4 ml of protein prepared at 0.1 mg/ml in 20 mM
HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) was aliquotted into a 10 mm-cuvette. Increasing amounts of this
protein was withdrawn from the cuvette, followed by the additional of an equal volume
of denatured protein at the same concentration. This procedure generated a stepwise
increase (0.25 M) in the concentration of GuHCl from 0-6 M after 24 cycles. The
solution in the cuvette was thoroughly mixed before reading. The data was subject to a
six-parameter nonlinear regression analysis using a previously published equation
derived from a two-state protein denaturation model. This yielded a free energy change of
unfolding, ∆G (kcal/mol), at zero GuHCl concentration.
Fluorescence Polarization
The CTD 194-231 was synthesized as previously described, with the exception of
a Gln219Lys mutation required for labeling with TAMRA-NHS. We chose to mutate this
site because the side chain pointed away from the dimer interface, and this residue didn’t
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seem likely to impact protein folding. The dye was dissolved in 2 ml of DMF and 500 ul
DIEA. The molar ratio of dye: peptide was 1.2:1. The activated rhodamine ester was
conjugated to Lys219 overnight before cleaving the labeled peptide off the resin using
HF. The peptide was purified on a C18 WatersTM symmetry column by RP-HPLC using a
25-45% acetonitrile gradient with 0.1% TFA. The flow rate was 15 ml/min. The purified
peptide was ligated to the N-terminal fragment as previously described.
Polarization measurements were performed on a Tecan infinite M1000 plate
reader, using Greiner Bio-one 384-well black flat bottom, non-binding plates. All
measurements were taken after a 10 minute incubation at 37 °C, with λex = 530 nm and
λem = 580 nm. The Gain was set to optimal, with 100 flashes per well, zero settling time,
and z-position calculated from the first well in the row. A G-factor of 1.01 was used
based on the calibration of 10 nM TAMRA = 41mP (85). The initial concentration of the
unlabeled peptide was 100 μM. It was serially diluted to 70 nM. To this, 100 nM of
labeled peptide was added to each well. The buffer contained 50 mM HEPES, 15 mM
NaCl, 100 mM KCl, and 0.001% Triton X-100 pH 7.4. The total volume in each well was
30 μl.
We calculated the dissociation equilibrium constants by non-linear regression (86-89),
using the following equation:

Where F is the measured polarization, F0 is the free CTDTAMRA, and Fc is the CTDCTDTAMRA complex.
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Equilibrium Sedimentation
Proteins were dissolved in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer containing 100 mM
sodium chloride, pH 6.5. Analytical ultracentrifugation was carried out on a Beckman
Coulter Optima XL-1 analytical ultracentrifuge, with a four-hole An-60 rotor. Six-hole
cells were used for all experiments. Oxidized capsid samples were analyzed at
concentrations of 9.5, 19.4 and 29.1 μM. Reduced capsid, Cys198Ser, Cys218Ser, and
Cys198Ser/Cys218Ser CTDs were analyzed at concentrations of 9.8, 19.7 and 29.5 μM.
The W139A/M140A mutant was analyzed at concentrations of 26.8, 53.7, and 80.5 μM.
Each sample was loaded alongside a reference buffer and centrifuged at 28,000, 30,000,
32,000, and 34,000 rpm (90). Samples were run at 20 °C, and absorbance profiles were
collected at λ280 nm after 8, and 9 hours. Each sample was run twice. We performed
global analysis on all samples to a monomer-dimer model (91). Equilibrium constants
were calculated using NonWin (92). Sedenterp was used to calculate the buffer density,
viscosity, and sample partial specific volume.
X-ray Crystallography
Following peptide synthesis and purification, the proteins were lyophilized for
later use. For crystallization, proteins were re-suspended at a concentration of 10 mg/ml
in a buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5. Crystals were formed by the hangingdrop vapor diffusion method.

Equal volumes of protein and well solution, 2 M

ammonium sulfate, 100 mM sodium cacodylate pH 6.5, and 200 mM sodium chloride,
were mixed on a coverslip, sealed over the well solution, and allowed to equilibrate at 25
°C. Crystals appeared 2-3 days later and were frozen with the well solution plus 20% 2methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD) as a cryoprotectant. Diffraction data were collected at the
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Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light Source (SSRL) BL7-1 beam line on an ADSC
Quantum 315 area detector. All data were processed and reduced with HKL2000 (93).
Structures were solved by molecular replacement with PHASER from the CCP4 suite
using our previously published wild-type oxidized CTD monomer as a model (94, 95).
Refinement was carried out with REFMAC and PHENIX and model building was done
with COOT (96). Data collection and refinement statistics are shown in Table 3.1.
Ramachandran statistics were calculated with Molprobity and illustrations were prepared
with Pymol Molecular Graphic suite (DeLano

Scientific, San

Carlos CA)

(http://pymol.org).
Molecular Cloning
The CTD was amplified from a pNL4-3 plasmid obtain from the AIDS Reagent
Program with the designated primers. The pET15b vector was purchased from Novagen
and modified by amplifying the vector with designated primers. The resulting PCR
product was cut with restriction enzymes BamHI and NcoI according to manufacturer’s
protocol. The digested PCR product was then ligated into the original vector backbone
after digestion with BglII and NcoI. The resulting vector had a cleavable N-terminal
histidine tag immediately before BamHI and XhoI cut site. This was done so when CTD
recombinant proteins were inserted into the BamHI/XhoI site, there would only be a
single non-native glycine introduced into the protein sequence after the N-terminal His
tag was cleaved.
The pET11a plasmid containing WT CA and M184A/W185A CTD mutant were
provided by Prof. Michael Summers of UMBC. The CA protein contained a non-native
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C-terminal histidine tag that was not cleaved after purification. The CTD and CA mutants
were generated by PCR using primers containing the mutations (bold).

Gene

Primer Sequence

pET15b

F: 5’-GGAGATATACCATGGGCAGCAGC-3’
R: 5’-TATATAAGATCTCTCGAGGGATCCGCGCGGCACCAGGCCGCTGCT -3’

pNL4 CTD

F: 5’-AAAAAAGGATCCCCTACCAGCATTCTGGACATAAG-3’
R: 5’-TATATACTCGAGCTATTACAAAACTCTTGCTTTATGGCC -3’

CTD/CA
(C198S)

F: 5’-CCAAAATGCGAACCCAGATAGTAAGACTATTTTAAAAGCATTGGG-3’
R: 5’-CCCAATGCTTTTAAAATAGTCTTACTATCTGGGTTCGCATTTTGG-3’

CTD/CA
(C218S)

F: 5’-CTAGAAGAAATGATGACAGCAAGTCAGGGAGTGGGGGGACCC-3’
R: 5’-GGGTCCCCCCACTCCCTGACTTGCTGTCATCATTTCTTCTAG-3’

CTD/CA
(C198A)

F: 5’-CCAAAATGCGAACCCAGATGCTAAGACTATTTTAAAAGCATTGGG -3’
R: 5’-CCCAATGCTTTTAAAATAGTCTTAGCATCTGGGTTCGCATTTTGG -3’

CTD/CA
(C218A)

F: 5’-CTAGAAGAAATGATGACAGCAGCTCAGGGAGTGGGGGGACCC -3’
R: 5’-GGGTCCCCCCACTCCCTGAGCTGCTGTCATCATTTCTTCTAG -3’

Recombinant Protein Expression
For expression, ~100 ng of DNA was transformed into BL21(DE3)-PLys E. Coli
cells by heat shocking at 37°C for 45 sec. Then 500 µl of LB was added to transformed
cells on ice for 10 min. Cells were then placed in a shaking incubator at 37°C for 1 hr.
Cultures were plated on LB agar plates with 100 µg/ml ampicillin and allowed to
incubate at 37°C overnight. The next day, a single colony was picked and added to 2 L of
LB supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin until it reached an O.D. 600 of 0.6-0.8. IPTG
was added to induce recombinant protein expression for 4-6 hrs. Cells were spun down at
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5,000 xg for 10 min, and pellets re-suspended in lysis buffer containing 50 mM sodium
phosphate, 500 mM NaCl and 10 mM imidazole pH 7.0. Cells were lysed by sonication
and spun down again at 18,000 xg for 20 min at 4°C. The supernatant was collected and
run through a Talon cobalt affinity column (Clontech). The column was washed with 40
ml of 40 mM imidazole buffer to wash away non-specific proteins before eluting the
recombinant protein with 30 ml of 50 mM imidazole and 30 ml of 250 mM imidazole.
Fractions were collected in 10 ml aliquots that were analyzed on a Nupage Novex 4-12%
Bis-tris Gel (Invitrogen).
Pure fractions were pooled. For CA, they were dialyzed into 50 mM Na2HPO4 pH
8.0 buffer overnight using Peirce Snakeskin dialysis tubing. After dialysis they were
sterile filtered and stored at 4°C for no more than 1 week. The CTD protein and CTD
mutants collected from the affinity column had their N-terminal His-tags cleaved using a
Thrombin Cleancleave kit (Sigma) overnight at 32°C. Cleaved protein was loaded onto a
Waters C18 symmetry column and eluted with a 25-45% B gradient. Purified protein was
lyophilized and stored at -20°C. Protein concentrations were determined using the A280nm
molar extinction coefficients of 8,605 M-1cm-1 (CTD oxidized), 8,480 M-1cm-1 (CTD
reduced, Cys218Ser, Cys198Ser, Cys198Ser/Cys218Ser), 33,585 M-1cm-1 (CA) and
33,460

M-1cm-1

(CA

reduced,

CA

Cys198Ser,

CA

Cys218Ser,

CA

Cys198Ser/Cys218Ser).
15

N Labeled Protein
The corresponding

15

N labeled proteins were expressed for NMR.

15

N is an

isotope of the nitrogen. The isotope predominately found in nature is nitrogen-14. 15N has
the same number of protons as 14N but has an additional neutron and has a nuclear spin of
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1/2 making it ideal for NMR. Isotopically labeled proteins are expressed using the same
protocol as unlabeled protein, except that minimal media replaces LB to ensure 15N is the
only source of nitrogen.

1 L of 1X M9 salts (autoclave):
Reagent

Weight (g)

Na2HPO4

6.78

KH2PO4

3

NaCl

0.5

Stocks:
Reagent
MgSO4
CaCl2
Thiamine
Biotin
NH4Cl
Glucose
Trace metals

Concentration
1M
1M
33 mM
8.2 mM
4.67 M
1.39 M
1000 X

Volume (ml)
2
0.2
0.2
0.2
1
16
1

Trace metals = 50 mM FeCl3 (III), 10 mM MnCl2 (II), 2 mM CoCl2 (II) and 10 mM
ZnCl2 dissolved in 60 mM HCl. Autoclave the M9 salts separate from stocks.
HSQC-NMR
Following protein expression, the protein was purified the same as unlabeled
CTD. Purified protein was dialyzed in NMR buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate
with 10% D2O. Sample buffer for reduced CTD was supplemented with 1mM DTT.
More description of NMR parameters is needed here.
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Electron Microscopy
Purified CA was dialyzed into 50 mM Na2HPO4 buffer pH 8.0 overnight. CA
mutants were dialyzed into the same buffer supplemented with 1 mM TCEP to prevent
disulfide bond formation. The protein was concentrated to 10 mg/ml in 20 µl, to which 20
µl of 2 M NaCl in 50 mM Na2HPO4 buffer pH 8.0 was added. Reduced and mutant CA
assembly buffers also contained 1 mM TCEP. The assembly reaction took place
overnight at 4°C. The next day copper coated formvar grids were discharged in water for
1 hr before being spotted with 5 µl of the assembly reaction. The sample adhered for 2
min before washing and staining with 5 µl of 1% uranyl acetate for 10 sec. Excess stain
was removed, and grids were air dried. Grids were examined with a TECNAI G2 electron
microscope (FEI, OR, USA).
In-vitro Capsid Assembly and Disassembly Assay
After CA expression, samples were immediately dialyzed into 50 mM Na2HPO4
buffer pH 8.0 (Buffer A) overnight. Proteins were concentrated to 60 μM. 200 µl of
unassembled protein was added to 200 µl of Buffer B containing 50 mM Na2HPO4, 5 M
NaCl pH 8.0. The final concentration of protein and salt were 30 µM and 2.5 M NaCl
respectively. After a 3 sec vortex, the reaction was monitored every 10 sec by OD
measurements at 350 nm for 1 hr in a 10 mm quartz cuvette. For disassembly assays,
samples were allowed to assemble for 30 min before adding 50% w/v Buffer A. This
diluted the protein concentration to 15 µΜ, with the final salt concentration of 1.25 M.
Assays were monitored for 10 min. Rates of assembly and disassembly were determined
by the slope of the line made in the first 60 sec of the reaction, where it is linear.
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Chapter 3 : Evaluating the Role of Redox in HIV-1 Capsid Assembly
and Disassembly
Introduction
The importance of CA stability in HIV pathogenesis has been well established.
The virus is particularly sensitive to mutations in the CTD which impair or inhibit viral
assembly and infectivity. Mutations in the NTD still allow the virus to assemble but not
to be infectious (97, 98). This underscores the importance of the CTD but in both
immature and mature virus formation. The structure of CA solved by X-ray
crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy reveals that CA
contains an intramolecular disulfide bond between its highly conserved cysteine residues
(Cys198 and Cys218) in all three wild-type crystal structures (55, 64) Interestingly, a
mutation of either cysteine results in decreased viral titers or non-infectious particles,
leading to speculation that CA assembly or disassembly is redox dependent and regulated
by the formation (or reduction) of the intramolecular disulfide between Cys198 and
Cys218. Studies on the immature virus and mature virus suggest the cysteine residues are
reduced in the immature virus, but oxidized after viral maturation (70).
Despite the low amino acid sequence identity between retroviruses (~20%), all
but C-type and Spumaviruses contain these two cysteine residues. Their conservation
among different strains of HIV-1, and other retroviruses highlights their importance, as
retroviruses are constantly under selective pressure. NMR analysis of HTLV-1 CA
protein reveals that the corresponding cysteine residues are reduced, and the CTD of
HTLV-1 is monomeric in solution even at a concentration of 1 mM. This is in contrast to
EIAV and HIV-1 CA, which contain a disulfide bond between corresponding cysteine
residues and whose CTD forms dimers at low μM concentrations (55). This data suggests
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an oxidation dependent maturation model, where disulfide bond formation may facilitate
the oligomerization of CA proteins for form the mature HIV-1 core. However,
biochemical studies elucidating their function in assembly, maturation, or disassembly
have not been performed. Our goal was to investigate the role of these two cysteine
residues have on CA assembly and disassembly. Such information could be useful in
developing antiviral drugs that disrupt these processes.
Results
Chemical Synthesis of HIV-1 CTD
We began our investigation of CA, by studying the CTD in isolation. The CTD
was chemically synthesized using solid peptide synthesis and native chemical ligation.
The protein was purified by RP-HPLC and reducing agent TCEP was used to generate
the reduced CTD. ESI-MS verified accurate molecular weights of oxidize and reduce
protein. Figure 3.1 depicts a schematic of chemical synthesis.
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Figure 3.1 Chemical Synthesis of HIV-1 CTD.
A schematic for the chemical synthesis of (146-231) HIV-1 CTD using native chemical ligation and
desulfurization. The expected molecular weights were verified by ESI-MS and were within the
experimental error of the theoretical values of 9517.0 and 9519.0 Da respectively. Theoretical values are
calculated based on the average isotopic compositions.
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The shorter retention of oxidized CTD is expected as it is more compact than
reduced CTD due to disulfide bonding, resulting in less exposure of hydrophobic
residues. Since the protein was purified under denaturing conditions, CD spectroscopy
was used to assess the protein’s ability to refold in solution. When CTD was dissolved
directly into sodium phosphate buffer, it spontaneously refolded into a predominantly αhelical conformation as expected (64) (Figure 3.2A). The significant overlap in the
spectra of the oxidized and reduced forms indicates their helical content is almost
identical.

Figure 3.2 Characterization of HIV-1 CTD.
(A) CD Spectra of oxidized (red) and reduced (blue) CTD (B) Guanidine-HCl induced denaturation of
oxidized and reduced CTD. Data was analyzed by non-linear regression to calculate the fee energy change
of unfolding (ΔG°unfolding).

Oxidized CTD is Less Stable than Reduced
We then quantified the disulfide bond’s energetic contribution to the protein. We
denatured both proteins using increasing amounts of GuHCl and monitored the CD at 222
nm to determine the free energy of unfolding
∆G°
(

unfolding).

Figure 3.2B shows the

denaturation curve is sigmoidal with a monophasic transition, indicating both proteins
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unfold in a smooth, cooperative two-state manner. The ∆G° unfolding for the reduced CTD
was 5.6 ± 0.1 kcal/mol, and the oxidized CTD was 3.7 ± 0.1 kcal/mol. This difference of
1.9 kcal/mol indicates that the presence of the disulfide bond destabilizes the protein,
rather than stabilizing it. Although this is surprising since typically disulfide bonds
stabilize the protein structure by lowering the entropy of the unfolded state, it is in
agreement with previously published results (99). We propose this disulfide maybe
trapping the protein in an energetically unfavorable conformation.

Crystal Structure of C198S CTD Mutant.
In attempt to visualize structural differences in the CTD that could explain the
discrepancy in protein stability, we synthesized a series of CTD mutants: Cys198Ser,
Cys218Ser and a double Cys198Ser/Cys218Ser CTD to represent the reduced CTD.
Mutants were generated instead of crystallizing CTD in the presence of a reducing agent
to avoid artifacts. Of the three mutants, only Cys198Ser formed crystals. We solved the
structure of Cys198Ser CTD to a 2.8 Å resolution using molecular replacement. The
structure was refined to the Rc/Rfree value of 23.3/30.4. Additional refinement statistics
are reported in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Crystallographic Data Collection and Refinement Statistics for C198S CTD.
Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell
b
Rmerge = ∑│ I - <I>│/∑I, where I is the observed intensity and <I> is the average intensity obtained from
multiple observations of symmetry-related reflections after rejections
c
R = ∑║F o│- │ Fc║/∑│Fo │, where Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated structure factors,
respectively
d
Rfree = defined by by Brünger (100)
e
Calculated with MolProbity (101)

To confirm chemically synthesized CTD could fold similarly to a recombinant
protein, we superimposed our previously solved oxidized CTD structure (PDB 3LRY)
(95) with the structure of full-length, assembly competent, recombinant CA protein
previously solved at 7 Å by the Yeager lab (PDB code: 3H47,(51)). This yielded a root
mean square deviation (RMSD) of 2.8 Å between the corresponding αCatoms

(Figure

3.3). This confirms that our synthesized CTD is folded correctly, and adopts a similar
quaternary structure as assembly competent CA.
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Figure 3.3 Superimposed Assembly Competent HIV-1 CTD and Chemically Synthesized CTD.
The CTD from the full-length HIV-1 CA solved to a 7 Å resolution (grey) (3H47) overlaid with our
chemically synthesized CTD (color) (3LRY) solved to a 1.98 Å resolution. The RMSD between
corresponding Cα atoms is 2.8 Å giving us full confidence our chemically synthesized protein folded
similarly to assembly competent CA.

Figure 3.4 Cartoon Overlay of Oxidized and C198S CTD.
Both proteins contain 4 α-helices with α-helix 2 making up the dimer interface. (A) Top down and (B) side
view of oxidized CTD (blue) solved to 1.98 Å resolution (3LRY) and C198S CTD (green) solved to a 2.8
Å These two proteins adopt very similar conformations with an RMSD of 0.47 Å between corresponding
Cα atoms.
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We superimposed oxidized CTD, solved to a 1.98 Å resolution, with the
Cys198Ser CTD mutant. Figure 3.4 shows both forms of CTD fold into four α-helices,
and the second α-helix makes up the CTD dimeric interface (55, 64, 102). The four
hydrophobic residues Val181, Trp184, Met185, and Leu189 are buried at the dimer
interface (55). The tertiary structure of oxidized CTD is very well preserved in
Cys198Ser CTD monomer, as shown by RMSD value of 0.47 Å between the
corresponding Cα atoms of 71 residues (149-219). In both structures, the C-terminal
residues beyond Glu219 are not resolved, consistent with other reports that this region is
disordered (64).
At first glance, the Cys198Ser CTD monomers are arranged into the same dimers
as these observed for oxidized CTD (RMSD value of 0.64 Å for 142 αCatoms

).

However, detailed structural analysis of the dimers using PISA, revealed significant
differences at the dimer interfaces.
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Figure 3.5 The Dimer Interfaces of Oxidized CTD and Cys198Ser Have Unique H-bonds.
(A) The oxidized CTD is shown as a cartoon (blue) with the main chain residues show for the interface.
The interacting residues are shown as sticks. Between these residues are four H-bonds between Ser178 OηGlu180 Oε1, Gln192 Nε2-Asn193 Oδ1, Glu180 Oε1-Ser178 Oη and Asn193 Oδ1-Glu192 Nε2. The H-bonds are
depicted as black dashes with adjacent distances in angstroms. (B) Hydrogen bonds of the Cys198Ser CTD
shown in green, The H-bonds in the oxidized CTD are unique from the H-bonds made in the Cys198Ser
CTD, which represents the reduced form. The H-bonds seen in this mutant form between Ser178 OηGlu180 Oε2, and Glu180 Oε2-Ser178 Oη seen in Cys198S

The oxidized CTD dimer makes four hydrogen bonds between Ser178 OηGlu180 Oε1, Gln192 Nε2-Asn193 Oδ1, Glu180 Oε1-Ser178 Oη, and Asn193 Oδ1Glu192 Nε2 (Figure 3.5A). The distance of these bonds are 2.95, 2.52, 2.95, and 2.52 Å
respectively. Only two H-bonds are formed at the Cys198Ser mutant dimer interface and
they are different than these observed in oxidized CTD dimer (Figure 3.5B). These are
Ser178 Oη-Glu180 Oε2 and Glu180 Oε2-Ser178 Oη, both with a distance of 2.75 Å. This
is the first structural evidence to show the redox state of HIV-1 CTD can impact its
ability to dimerize. In addition to fewer H-bonds at the dimer interface, the Cys198Ser
mutant also buries fewer residues at the interface than oxidized CTD (Figure 3.6). The
average solvent accessible area in the oxidized dimer interface is 749.75 Å2 or 15.7% of
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the total interface, while the Cys198Ser mutant only buried 720 Å2 and 14.7% of the
dimer interface.

Figure 3.6 Total Surface Area Buried in Dimer Interface.
PISA was used to calculate the residues in the dimer interface of the oxidized CTD homodimer or the CTD
Cys198Ser homodimer. The equation: Interface Area = (TA +TB-T) /2, was used. T is the total accessible
surface area of monomer A or monomer B. All the residues except Gln176 are found at both interfaces, but
a higher percentage of the residues are buried in the oxidized homodimer compared to the mutant. This
shows that the oxidized CTD dimer is tighter and is capable of burying more of its exposed surface area in
the dimer interface.

Figure 3.7 Stick Model of Disulfide Bond.
A stick model overlay is shown for the disulfide bond region of both proteins. Oxidized CTD (blue)
Cys198Ser CTD (green). Structural analysis of the Ser198 residue in the Cys198Ser mutant shows the
oxygen residue is flipped away from Cys218 and is stabilized by the H-bond it forms with the other oxygen
in the Ser198 residue (E). The black dash between –OH groups in Ser198 represent a H-bond, while the
black dash between Ser198 and Cys218 is the distance between atoms
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Looking at the disulfide bond region, we can see profound structural differences.
As shown in Figure 3.7, the oxidation of conserved cysteines creates a disulfide bridge
that connects helix 3 to helix 4 with a bond length of 2.1 Å between sulfur atoms. In the
Cys198Ser mutant, the Ser group is rotated at a 90° angle away from Cys218, and is
stabilized through an H-bond with another oxygen group, with a distance of 3.0 Å. The
distance between the –OH group of Ser198 and Cys218 is 5.1 Å, outside the distance of
disulfide bond formation. Therefore, we can conclude that in order for the reduced CTD
to oxidize, it must break it’s stabilizing H-bond, rotate its side chain 90°, and shift is
entire side chain ~3 Å to be in the vicinity of disulfide bond formation. This suggests
why disulfide bond formation destabilizes the CTD by 1.9 kcal/mol.
Figure 3.8 depicts normalized main chain B-factors were calculated using Baverage
on CCP4, for CTD oxidized and CTD Cys198Ser. Because the two structures were
obtained at different resolutions, and packed into different space groups, we cannot
directly compare the B-factors between corresponding residues. We can however, draw
conclusions about protein flexibility within each structure. The B-factors of each
structure were normalized, by setting the highest B-factor value to equal 1. (A) The
average B-factor for oxidized CTD overall protein was 0.76 but Cys198 was 0.72,
significantly lower than the average and the residues surrounding this cysteine are also
lower than average. As expected these residues are less flexible because the protein
contains a disulfide bond. (B) The overall average B-factor for CTD Cys198Ser was 0.61
and Ser198 had a B factor of 0.61. We can see the residues surrounding the Ser198 are
highly flexible compared to the residues surrounding the disulfide bond.
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Figure 3.8 B-Factor Analysis of Oxidized and CTD C198S.
The dotted line represents the average B-factor for the entire protein. (A) Red bars are Cys198 and Cys218.
(B) Red bars are Ser198 and Cys218.

The 1H-15N heteronuclear single quantum coherenece (HSQC) NMR spectra were
obtained for oxidized and reduced recombinant CTD, and analyzed with previously
reported NMR signal assignments (Figure 3.9) (75). Disulfide bond reduction resulted in
significant NMR spectral changes, indicating that reduced CTD differs in solution
structure from oxidized CTD.
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Figure 3.9 Overlay of 2D 1H-15N HSQC Spectra for HIV-1 CTD Oxidized and Reduced Dimer.
(black) oxidized (red) reduced CTD.
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Analytical Ultracentrifugation of CTD and Mutants.

Figure 3.10 Chemical Synthesis of HIV-1 CTD Mutants.
Synthetic Cys198Ser, Cys218Ser, Cys198Ser/Cys218Ser and Trp184Ala/Met185Ala are shown in panels
A-D. Proteins were analyzed at 40 °C by RP-HPLC on a Waters XBridgeTM C18 column (3.5 μm, 4.6 x
150 mm) using a linear gradient of 5-65% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA at a flow rate of 1 ml/min for
30 min. The molecular weights were verified by ESI-MS.
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Figure 3.11 Analytical Ultracentrifugation Analysis of HIV-1 CTD and Mutants.
The absorbance verses radius profiles are shown for (A) Oxidized, (B) Reduced, (C)
Trp184Ala/Met185Ala, (D) Cys198Ser (E) Cys218Ser, and (F) Cys198Ser/Cys218Ser CTD. Data
represents the highest concentration and highest speed for each protein as explained in materials and
method. The lines represent the best-fit curve obtained from global analysis of all three data sets to a
monomer-dimer model as previously reported. The residuals of the fit are shown above each profile.
Samples were prepared at three different protein concentrations that corresponded to a 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3
O.D. at 280 nm, in a sodium phosphate buffer. Global analysis was performed on all 24 data sets, and fit to
a monomer-dimer model as previously established (55). In all data sets, the measurements were in in good
agreement with the residuals, and the magnitude of the square root deviation of the fit.

Equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation was used to quantify the dissociation
constants of oxidized CTD, reduced CTD, Cys198Ser CTD and the double CTD mutant.
The results of which are summarized in Table 3.2.The dissociation constant of oxidized
CTD was 1.4 ± 1.2 μM, which is in agreement with the Kd previously reported 5 ± 2 μM
(64). This is roughly 5-fold lower than the reduced CTD dimer, which had a dissociation
constant of 6.9 ± 3.7 μM. This comes with an energetic increase in dimerization of
approximately -0.7 kcal/mol. The CTD Cys198Ser/Cys218Ser double mutant has a Kd of
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6.3 ± 2.7 μM, which according to the Student’s t-test, is not statistically significant (p =
0.6) from the reduced CTD. This makes the double mutant an ideal substitute for the
reduced CTD. The C198S mutant also had a Kd higher than the oxidized CTD at 3.9 ± 3.0
μM. As a negative control, we used a CTD with a W184A/M185A mutation in the dimer
interface. As expected, our dimer deficient negative control has a high dissociation
constant in the millimolar region. The high error values reflect that UV absorption is not
linear for this protein, and its population is essential all monomeric. This data supports
what is seen in the crystal structure and confirms that HIV-1 CTD dimerization is
impacted by disulfide bond formation. This is consistent with a model where the viral
CTD is reduced during Gag-oligomerization, and immature particle formation. The
weaker dissociation constant may allow for proper particle assembly and incorporation of
viral material. However, it seems that a lower Kd, like that of the oxidized form may be a
requirement for maturation and infectivity.

Table 3.2 Equilibrium Sedimentation Analysis of HIV-1 CTD and Mutants.
Equilibrium measurements took place in 25 mM sodium phosphate buffer with 100 mM sodium chloride
pH 6.5 at 20 °C as described in materials and methods. This Gibbs free energies were calculated using ΔG°
= RTlnKd. The Kd values (mean ± SD) are from 6 independent experiments. P values calculated from
Student’s t-test, with p <0.05 considered significant. ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.0001.
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In-vitro CA Assembly and Disassembly Assays.
It has been previously reported that under high salt conditions, recombinant CA
can assemble into tubes with a hexameric lattice analogous to the mature HIV-1 core (77,
103-105). We chose to use this assembly technique as a tool to examine the impact of
redox on the ability of CA to assemble into cores. The WT CA plasmid was obtained
from Prof. Michael Summers of UMBC. Immediately following cell lysis, analytical
HPLC analysis shows CA is reduced, even in the absence of reducing agent (Figure
3.12). After overnight dialysis into the Na2HPO4 assembly buffer, all of CA
spontaneously oxidizes, as previously reported (64). To prevent disulfide bond formation,
1 mM TCEP was added to the dialysis buffer. Assembly reactions were performed as
previously described (106) (Figure 3.13). Briefly, 60 µM purified protein in 50 mM
Na2HPO4 pH 8.0 was added to equal volume of 50 mM Na2HPO4 2.5 M NaCl pH 8.0.
After a 3 sec vortex, the sample’s O.D.350nm was monitored for 1 hr.
Figure 3.13 shows the results of oxidized CA and 1 mM TCEP reduced CA
assembly reactions. Both oxidized and reduced assembly reactions are very rapid, and
plateau around 10 min, as previously described. At first glance it seems that disulfide
bond reduction impairs the ability of CA to assemble, depicted by a decrease in the Vmax
from approximately 2.0 to 1.5 AU. However, when the concentration of reducing agent
was increased to 50 mM TCEP, we see an unexpected further decrease in the Vmax to
0.5 AU. This suggests the impaired assembly is an artifact of TCEP, and not due to the
loss of the intermolecular disulfide. A lower Vmax may indicate two things: (1) the
assembly reaction is not able to form the same amount of assembled cores, leading to a
decrease in maximum O.D., (2) or it could mean the protein aggregates very rapidly and
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falls to the bottom of the cuvette, and is not detected by the machine. After repeating this
assay several dozen times, it has become evident that a Vmax of ~2.0 AU indicates the
assembly is working properly. An AU of less than ~1.75 AU indicates the protein has
misfolded or aggregated and the data is not reliable.
The initial rate of assembly can be calculated by the slope of the line made in the
first 60 sec of the assembly reaction. The assembly proceeds at such a rapid rate, this is
the only time point where the reaction is linear. Figure 3.15 confirms that TCEP is
altering the rate of CA assembly. The addition of 1 mM TCEP increases the rate of
assembly approximately 1.5X from 9.5 ± 0.0 to 14.8 ± 0.2 mOD. As a control, 1 mM
TCEP was also added to the double mutant CA, whose assembly kinetics should not be
altered by TCEP. Here we see a nearly 2X increase in the rate of assembly from 9.7 ± 0.1
to 18.7 ± 0.9 mOD after the addition of 1 mM TCEP.
CA disassembly assays are performed by diluting the NaCl concentration in the
pre-assembled reactions. In-vitro assembly reactions were incubated at room temperature
for 30 min before diluting the 2.5 M NaCl to 1.25 M NaCl through the addition of 50 %
v/v 50 mM Na2HPO4 pH 8.0. Figure 3.16 shows the results of the disassembly assays for
oxidized CA and double mutant CA both with and without 1 mM TCEP. Interestingly,
TCEP accelerates disassembly as shown by a nearly 3X increase in the rate of
disassembly from -1.1 ± 0.1 to -3.3 ± 0.3 for the oxidized CA and a 1.2X increase from 2.7 ± 0.3 to -3.2 ± 0.3 for the double mutant CA. When negative stained EM images of
the wildtype oxidized and 1 mM TCEP reduced cores were taken, we see inconsistent
morphologies among the reduced cores (Figure 3.17). The top and bottom panels are
from two protein batches, treated with the sample protocol. The top panel shows cores
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with a morphology consistent with wildtype structures, but the bottom panel of cores
seems unstable and in the process of disassembling. Interestingly, the bottom panel of
cores resembles the structures of recently published immature core lattices Figure 3.18
(Bharat et a 2014). These set of experiments suggest TCEP is not a suitable reducing
agent of in-vitro assembly or disassembly assays. As alternative reducing agents, DTT
and β-mercaptoethanol (BME) were tested.
HPLC analysis concluded that while 1mM TCEP is sufficient to keep CA
reducing during overnight dialysis the same concentration of DTT or BME could not. A
concentration of 5 mM DTT must be used but 5 and even 10 mM BME is not sufficient
to prevent disulfide bond formation. BME has a harsh, unpleasant odor, making it an
unfavorable reagent at concentrations higher than 10 mM. For this reason, the use of
BME for these experiments was not tested further. Figure 3.17 shows the assembly
kinetics are impaired in a dose dependent manner in the presence of 5 mM or 10 mM
DTT. One explanation for this phenomenon is that DTT may be binding to the surface or
within a hydrophobic pocket in CA, preventing assembly. Similar observations have been
made for small molecules such as CAP-1.
An additional interesting observation was made when attempting to re-reduced
oxidized CA protein. While 1mM TCEP and 5 mM DTT were sufficient to prevent CA
oxidation post lysis, once the protein has oxidized the same concentration of reducing
agent was not sufficient to reduce all the disulfide bonds formed. This suggests the
oxidized protein may be forming complexes that don’t allow reducing agents to reach the
disulfide. A similar observation was also made by Prof. Eric Barklis’s lab when they tried
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to treat immature and mature virions with a cross linker BMH. They found the immature
virus to be accessible to BMH, while the mature assembled core was not.
The conclusion from these sets of experiments is that exogenous reducing
agents TCEP, DTT and β-mercaptoethanol are not suitable for in-vitro CA assembly or
disassembly assays. Therefore, the wildtype plasmid was used it to generate a Cys198Ser,
Cys218Ser, and double Cys2198Ser/Cys218Ser mutant.

Figure 3.12 HPLC Trace of Oxidized and Reduced CA.
Redox states are monitored by shifts in retention time using RP-HPLC and a C18 Column. Running a
gradient of 5-65% B, CA shifts from 22.3 min (oxidized) to 22.6 min (reduced). Peaks are collected and
ESI-MS verifies accurate molecular weights.
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Figure 3.13 TCEP Impairs CA Assembly.
In-vitro assembly reactions for oxidized CA or CA reduced with either 1 mM or 50 mM TCEP show
increasing concentrations of TCEP impair the ability of CA to assemble. The decrease in Vmax from 2.0
AU, without TCEP to 1.75 and 0.75 AU with TCEP come with an increase change in mOD.

Figure 3.14 Impact of TCEP on Cys-to-Ser Mutant CA Assembly.
In-vitro assembly reactions for Cys198Ser and Cys218Ser have a Vmax of 0.5 and 1.0 AU respectively.
This indicates impaired assembly due to protein aggregation caused by the formation of intermolecular
disulfide bonds between CA proteins. Assembly is restored to a Vmax of 2.0 AU by the addition of 1 mM
TCEP to prevent disulfide bond formation.
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Figure 3.15 TCEP Accelerates the Rate of CA Assembly
The initial rates of CA assembly are determined by the slope of the line made in the first 60 sec of the
assembly reaction. (Top) the addition of 1 mM TCEP increases the rate of assembly compared to oxidized
CA. (Bottom) As a control, 1 mM TCEP was added to the double mutant CA whose assembly should not
be affected by TCEP. The rate of assembly is increased compared to the control indicating TCEP
accelerates the rate of the assembly.
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Figure 3.16 TCEP Accelerates the Rate of CA Disassembly
Disassembly assays were performed by diluting the concentration of NaCl from 2.5 M to 1.25 M and
monitoring the O.D. 350 nm for 30 min. The assembly kinetics were determined from the slope of the line
made in the first 60 sec. (Top) Oxidized CA (blue) disassembles at a slower rate than the CA reduced with
1 mM TCEP (red). (Bottom) The double mutant CA (green) disassembles slower than the double mutant in
the presence of 1 mM TCEP (orange).
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Figure 3.17 Negative stain EM Analysis of CA Tubes Reduced with 1 mM TCEP.
Images represent tubes assembled from two separate protein purifications. (Top) CA tubes appear to
assemble into a similar morphology as oxidized (see Figure 3.22). (Bottom) CA tubes appear to be highly
unstable with aberrant morphology and diameters close to 100 nm.

Figure 3.18 Cryo-EM Image of HIV-1 Immature Lattice.
Reprinted with permission Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2014 Jun 3;111(22):8233-8. doi:
10.1073/pnas.1401455111. Epub 2014 May 19.
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Figure 3.19 DTT Impairs CA Assembly.
As an alternative to TCEP, the reducing agent dithiothreitol (DTT) was chosen. All samples were run in
triplicates. Oxidized CA error bars not visible on this scale.
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Figure 3.14 shows the results of the assembly assays for single Cys-to-Ser mutants
Cys198Ser and Cys218Ser. The most striking result was the decreased Vmax of both
mutants 1.0 AU for Cys218Ser (blue) and 0.5 AU for Cys198Ser (green) compared to the
oxidized CA seen in Figure 3.13. The O.D. change per minute was 433.6 ± 82.4 mOD for
the Cys218Ser and 215.1 ± 70.5 mOD for the Cys198Ser mutant. Figure 3.20 shows the
negative stain EM images collected from the in-vitro assembly reactions in the absence of
TCEP. The proteins are mainly web-like aggregates with irregular shapes and sizes.
Figure 3.21 shows EM images of the same samples in the presence of 1 mM TCEP.
These images show both Cys198Ser and Cys218Ser mutants can assemble into tubes
similar to those previously reported for wildtype CA. These tubes are hundred of
nanometers in length with lighter edges and darker centers, indicating a hollow tube-like
architecture. Notably, these cores seem less stable than wildtype cores as indicated by
the breaks in the tube structure. This can be seen in the Cys218Ser mutant at 4,400X and
the Cys198Ser mutant at 26,000X.
Taken all together, the assembly and disassembly experiments on oxidized, TCEP
and DTT reduced, and single Cys-to-Ser mutant CA, conclude the double mutant is the
best option to represent the reduced for of CA since it does not require an exogenous
reducing agent. Figure 3.22 shows the assembly assay of the oxidized and double mutant
CA over the course of 1 hr. Both proteins assemble to a Vmax of approximately 2.0 AU
and the rates of assembly are nearly identical. Oxidized and double mutant CA had
assembly rate of 9.5 ± 0.0 and 9.7 ± 0.1 mOD respectively. Negative stain electron
microscopy images (Figure 3.23) of oxidized and double mutant CA assembly reactions
form 100-500 nm tubes are previously reported (104). This indicates disulfide bond
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formation is not necessary to promote CA assembly, as previously suggested (70).
However, at this resolution one can’t distinguish whether the complexes are immature or
mature cores. A reasonable hypothesis is that the double mutant maybe forming
immature cores, while the oxidized protein may be assembling mature cores. A higher
resolution image of these complexes is needed to analyze this further.
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Figure 3.20 Negative Stain EM Images of Cys198Ser and Cys218Ser CA Mutant Assembly Reactions.

In the absence of TCEP, assembly products are irregular formed aggregates caused by the
formation of disulfides between CA proteins.

Figure 3.21 Negative Stain EM Images of Cys198Ser and Cys218Ser CA Mutant Assembly Reactions
in the Presence of 1 mM TCEP.
The addition of TCEP prevents web-like aggregation caused by intermolecular disulfide bonds formed
between CA proteins. Tubes formed by mutants resemble mature-like cores previously reported.
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Figure 3.22 In-vitro Assembly Assay of Oxidized and Double Mutant CA.
Assembly assays monitored at O.D. 350nm. Initial assembly and disassembly rates [millioptical density
units (mOD)] per minute reported as the mean ± standard deviation from three experiments.
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Figure 3.23 Negative Stain EM Images of Oxidized and Double Mutant CA Tubes.
Oxidized and double mutant CA proteins are capable of forming core structures suggesting disulfide bond
formation is not necessary for assembly.
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Next, we wanted to evaluate complex disassembly (Figure 3.24). 200 μl of 60 μM
CA in wash buffer was mixed with 200 μl of assembly buffer and incubated at room
temperature for 30 min before adding 400 μl of wash buffer. The final concentration of
NaCl was 1.25 M. After a 3 sec vortex, the rate of disassembly was monitored at an O.D.
of 350 nm for 10 min. We see the rate of disassembly for the oxidized CA is -1.1 ± 0.1
mOD and double mutant CA is -2.7 ± 0.3 mOD, this represents a nearly 2.5X increase in
disassembly. According to the Student’s t-test, p < 0.0001 meaning these values are
extremely significant. Further validation of this observation comes from the AUC data
collected on CTD dimerization.

This data shows an approximate 1.9X decrease in the ability of the double mutant CTD to
dimerize compared to the oxidized CTD. Taken together, these data suggest reduction of
the disulfide promotes disassembly and supports the redox dependent model for CA
disassembly within the reduced environment of the cell.
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Figure 3.24 Disulfide Bond Reduction Increases the Rate of CA Disassembly.
(Top) Disassembly assays were performed by diluting the NaCl concentration from 2.5 M to 1.25 M. The
disassembly was monitored for 10 min at O.D. 350 nm. (Bottom) Rates of disassembly are calculated from
the slope of the line made in the first 60 sec of uncaoting. p = 0.0009 according to the Student’s t-test is
extremely significant.
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Discussion
The data presented here provides the first biochemical and structural explanation
for the role of the highly conserved Cys198 and Cys218 in the CTD of HIV-1. Stability
analysis concluded that intramolecular disulfide bond formation decreases the stability of
CTD by 1.9 kcal/mol and this decrease in stability is compensated by the formation of a
stable dimer, as evidenced by the six-fold decrease in the Kd, compared to the reduced
form. Crystal structure analysis of the oxidized and disulfide deficient mutant offered
visual confirmation by showing the oxidized CTD dimer forms four H-bonds that are
different from the H-bonds made by the Cys198Ser mutant. This hydrogen bonding
network in the oxidized CTD results in the burial of more surface exposed residues in the
dimer interface. These findings parallel the work done by the Summers laboratory, which
reported structural changes in the CTD dimer interface to be oxidation-dependent (107).
The use of in-vitro assembly and disassembly assays with recombinant
full-length CA showed the rates of assembly to be unaffected by the Cys198 and Cys218
oxidation states. EM analysis of assembled cores show both oxidized and double mutant
CA are capable of forming mature-like tubes of similar size and structure. However,
when we compared the rate of disassembly, we found them to be redox dependent, with
the oxidized CA disassembling at a slower rate (-1.1 ± 0.1 mOD compared to -2.7 ± 0.3
mOD).
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Chapter 4 : Exploring CTD as a Drug Target

Background of HIV-1 Therapies
In 1987, zidovudine (AZT) was approved as the first monotherapy for the
treatment of HIV. However, researchers became quickly aware that a single therapy was
highly inadequate (108). The large population size of HIV-1, the presence of quasispecies
and the error prone reverse transcriptase makes it easy for the virus to become drug
resistant (109, 110). Mathematical models that accounted for the virus’s high rate of
mutation concluded that a combination of three therapies should protect a patient from
viral resistance. This was led to combination antiretroviral therapy (ART), which
markedly reduced morbidity and mortality (111-116).
Currently, there are approximately 26 FDA approved drugs for the treatment of
HIV-1, which are divided into six categories based on their targets (see Figure 4.1). There
are (1) entry inhibitors; (2) co-receptor antagonist; (3) nucleoside-analog reverse
transcriptase inhibitors (NRTI’s); (4) non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors
(NNRTIs); (5) integrase inhibitors; and (6) protease inhibitors (PI).
While these drugs can control viral loads, they neither eradicate the virus nor fully
restore the immune system. Viral resistance has been documented for all antiretroviral
drug classes. Further complications arise from long-term toxicity and poor patient
compliance, all of which warrant continual drug research. It has been proposed that
treatment of HIV-1 can be reduced to one or two drugs a day if the drug was highly
potent (117).

Ideally, novel therapies would target proteins where mutations are

incompatible with viral fitness or make the virus more susceptible to other antiviral
drugs.
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Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd. (License # 3424840385181): Engelman et al.
Nature Reviews Microbiology. 10, 279-290 (April 2002).
Figure 4.1 Schematic of HIV Lifecycle and Existing Therapies.

CA as a Therapeutic Target
Targeting HIV-1 maturation is a new goal for researchers, attracting much
attention to CA. This is fueled by recent advances in understanding capsid structure,
dynamics and molecular recognition. Protein-protein interactions (PPI) are an integral
part of all cellular functions, including virus pathogenesis. Being the most abundant
protein in the virus, CA was first thought to be an unrealistic target. However, later
studies concluded the CTD-CTD interface is relatively weak and only 20% of mutant CA
is required for aberrant core formation and to inhibit infection (118). Over the past
decade, several compounds that bind CA, and inhibit viral assembly, or infectivity invitro have been identified. While complications of toxicity, poor bind or poor cellular
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uptake have limited their therapeutic use, they offer hope for a new class of HIV-1
therapeutics.
Drugs that Target CA
Bevirimat (PA-475)
Bevirimat was one of the first drugs to target viral maturation. Derived from
betulinic acid, it binds to the SP1-CTD protease cleavage site and inhibits proper Gag
processing, and HIV-1 infectivity in-vitro and in-vivo (119, 120). Later studies concluded
a single amino acid mutation in the Gag polyprotein confers resistance to this compound.
In addition, polymorphisms in this region between HIV-1, HIV-2 and SIVmac make
them naturally resistance to bevirimat (121). While PA-475 is not a viable therapeutic, it
is a proof of concept that viral maturation can be an effective target.
CAP-1
The Summer’s laboratory identified a compound N-(3-chloro-4-methylphenyl)N′-(2-[((5-[(dimethylamino)-methyl]-2-furyl)-methyl)-sulfanyl]-ethyl)

urea

(CAP-1)

through an in silico screening and NMR (106). Figure 4.3A shows CAP-1 bound to the
NTD. CAP-1 promotes intracellular Gag degradation, inhibiting proper immature particle
assembly. Structural analysis shows CAP-1 is able to displace a Phe23 residue in the
NTD in both the immature and mature CA protein. This displacement allows CAP-1 to
bind in the NTD hydrophobic pocket, disrupting NTD-CTD Interface. The major
limitation of this compound is its low binding affinity, approximately 800 uM, which
lowers its therapeutic potential (122).
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Figure 4.2 Structure of CAP-1.
License # 3415431384121

PF-3450074
This compound was identified through a high throughput screening of small
molecules (123). It binds to a preformed pocket in the NTD with approximate Kd = 2 µM
(Figure 4.3B). This location is near to but not same location as CAP-1 (124).
Interestingly, this compound accelerated the rate of CA assembly in vitro despite having
a destabilizing effect on the mature capsid in-vitro. (125)

Figure 4.3 Structure of CA and Inhibitors.

(A) NTD bound to CAP-1 2JPR (B) NTD bound to PF-3450074 (2XDE) and (C) CTD
bound to peptide CAI (2BUO).

α-HGA
Modified amino acid alpha-hydroxy-glycineamide (α- HGA) has been shown to
inhibit HIV-1 replication and CA assembly in-vitro with an EC50 of 10 µM. It is thought
to bind to the hinge region between NTD-CTD but the exact mechanism remains
unknown (126).
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CAI/NYAD
Peptide phage display combined with in vitro assembly assays identified a 12-mer
α-helical peptide (ITFEDLLDYYGP) called CAI (capsid assembly inhibitor) that is able
to inhibit mature and immature virus assembly in vitro. Initial studies showing CAI was
cell impenetrable led to the hydrocarbon stapled CAI named NYAD-1 and NYAD-13.
Structural analysis shows CAI is able to disrupt the NTD-CTD interactions in the mature
CA and also disrupt the CTD-CTD dimer interface important for proper core assembly
(Figure 4.3C). Both NYAD-1 and NYAD-13 bind to CA with a ten-fold greater affinity
than CAI, presumably because the hydrocarbon stapling enhanced its helicity (127)
The discovery of these peptides and small molecules validate CA as a viable
therapeutic target. The previously mentioned examples conclude small molecules binding
to hydrophobic pockets at or near the PPI of CA can completely disrupt the interaction
(128-132) . However, a small molecule that specifically targets the CTD-CTD interface
has yet to be discovered. We propose to develop a high- to identify compounds that
specifically target the CTD-CTD interface. We chose to develop a fluorescence based
high through-put screening because it is simple, scalable, has a high signal to noise ratio,
and can be used in homogenous assays. Such screens are routinely exploited by
pharmaceutical companies (133, 134).
Results
Development of a Fluorescence Polarization Assay
We developed a HTS that exploits the intrinsic properties of fluorescence
molecules. Fluorescence polarization is based on the concept that when vertical or
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horizontal polarized light will be preferentially absorbed by a fluorophore that is
positioned along the same axis. For instance, vertically polarized light with be absorbed
by fluorophores that are position along a vertical axis. The excited fluorophore will then
emit a photon in both vertical and horizontal directions, which can be used to calculate
the polarization (85).

P = (F//- F⊥)/(F//+F⊥)
Where F // is parallel and F ⊥ is perpendicular.

The faster the fluorophore rotates in solution the more depolarized or “scrambled”

the polarization value will be, resulting in a lower P value. The rotational rate (θ) of the
fluorophore where θ = nV/RT. In this equation n is the solvent viscosity, V is the
molecular volume, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature of the solution in K.
Changes in polarization are proportional of the rotational movement of the fluorophore.
A larger molecule rotates slower in solution and one half of its size, thus altering the P
value. This is how we are able to detect monomer-dimer transition of CTD. The
polarization window or the total change in polarization that can be detected is highly
dependent on (1) the type of fluorophore, (2) fluorophore positioning on protein, (3) the
temperature and viscosity of solution, and (4) the molecular weight change in monomer
to dimer (85).
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Figure 4.4 Schematic of CTD Monomer-Dimer Exchange.
Diagram of how fluorescence polarization will detect the monomer-dimer exchange in solution

Choice of dye
After identifying a site suitable for labeling, we needed to choose a dye. The
rhodamine dye TAMRA (5-(and-6)-carboxytetramethylrhodamine, succinimidyl ester)
was chosen based on its high extinction coefficient near 80,000 M-1cm-1, lack of polarity
and pH and salt independence. It also has a lifetime of ~4 ns which is well suited for FP
(85).

Source: Life Technologies
Figure 4.5 Structure and Spectra of TAMRA.
TAMRA has a maximal absorbance at approximately 546 nm and maximal emission at approximately 576
nm in methanol.
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Chemical Synthesis of CTDTAMRA
To begin, we labeled CTD with a fluorescent molecule. One major advantage of
chemical synthesis is site specific labeling. This was a critical to our assay because it
allowed us to choose a residue away from the dimer interface ensure the PPI would stay
intact. It also allowed us achieve a fluorophore to protein ratio of 1:1. Traditional labeling
methods will conjugate the fluorophore to all free amine groups. These groups are found
at the N-terminus of the protein and on any lysine side chain. Figure 4.6 depicts all the
lysine residues in CTD. Initially, we proposed to label Lys158 or Lys170 as these side
chains are far from the PPI. However, these residues are in the MHR an area highly
sensitive to mutation. Ultimately, we chose to introduce a Gln219Lys mutation located at
the C-terminal end of the CTD for labeling (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.6 Location of CTD Lysine Residues.
Structure of CTD-CTD dimer (PDB 1A43) with Lys residues shown as sticks.
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Figure 4.7 Chemical Synthesis of HIV-1 CTDTAMRA.
(A) Gln219 was mutated to Lys because intrinsic Lys158 and Lys170 were in the MHR, a region known
to be highly sensitive to mutations. (B) The CTDTAMRA protein was analyzed at 40 °C by RP-HPLC on a
Waters XBridgeTM C18 column (3.5 μm, 4.6 x 150 mm) using a linear gradient of 5-65% acetonitrile
containing 0.1% TFA at a flow rate of 1 ml/min for 30 min. The molecular weight was verified by ESI-MS.

FP can detect HIV-1 CTD monomer dimer exchange
A Varin Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrometer was used to scan the absorption
and emission spectra’s of each sample to optimize the excitation and emission
wavelengths as well as the bandwidth intervals. We concluded that wavelengths 530λ and
580λ should be used for the excitation and emission respectively. The optimal bandwidth
was determined to be 5λ to avoid overlap in spectra’s. A fluorescence spectra was also
taken for the PBS buffer containing 0.01% Triton X-100 and 0.02% DMSO. Surprisingly
we found that the Triton X-100 contributed to as much as 30% of the fluorescence
intensity at 580λ. This interference could dampening our polarization window, however
the presence of this detergent is strongly suggested prevent non-specific binding of small
compounds.
The preliminary binding assays were performed on a Tecan Infinite M100, which
contains an LED light source required for FP. Experiments were performed in Greiner
black 384-well, flat bottom, non-binding polystyrene plates at either room temperature or
37°C. The Z-position was optimized from the first well in the corresponding row, with
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optimal Gain, zero settling time and 100 flashes per well. The total volume per well was
20ul. The G-factor was set to 1.01 and calibrated based on 10 nM TAMRA = 41 mP.
A starting concentration of either 100 μM unlabeled CTD or dimer deficient
W184A/M185A mutant was serially diluted in the 384-well plate, to which 100 nM
CTDTAMRA was added to each well. The results of wild-type CTD and CTDTAMRA Figure
4.x shows an increase in polarization that corresponds with protein concentration. This
demonstrates that as the monomeric CTDTAMRA is being incorporated into the dimer, its
polarization is increasing in response to its change in molecular weight and decreased
rotational movement. The unique ability of FP to monitor the monomer-dimer transition
allows us to calculate the dissociation constant via this equation:

Where F is the measured polarization, F0 is the free CTDTAMRA, and Fc is the CTDCTDTAMRA complex.
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Figure 4.8 The Direct Binding of CTD to CTDTAMRA Can Be Quantified by Fluorescence
Polarization.
Proteins were dissolved in 50 mM HEPES, 15 mM NaCl, 100 mM KCl and 0.001% Triton X-100 pH 7.4.
Polarization measurements were taken after 10 minutes of incubation at 37 °C (λex = 530nm, λem = 580nm).
The Kd values (mean ± SD) are from three independent experiments. As expected, the well characterized
dimer deficient mutant W184A/M185A did not dimerize at concentrations up to 100 μM. Error bars were
so small, they are not visible on this scale.

The calculated dissociation constant for HIV-1 CTD in the NCATS buffer at
37°C is 2.3 ± 1.5 μM. As expected, the polarization of the well-characterized dimer
deficient mutant does not increase indicating it remains monomeric at concentrations up
to 100 μM (black). The assay window is defined as the difference between the highest
and lowest polarization values. For the CTD-CTDTAMRA FP assay, the window is 37 mP.
This window was optimized from the original window of approximately 30 mP by
incubating the plates at 37°C for 10 minutes before reading. There were no significant
changes in the dissociation constant due to this incubation. We continued to read the FP
plate every 15 minutes up to 1 hour. There were no significant changes in the assay up to
30 minutes, which indicated the proteins were able to come to equilibrium in 10 minutes.
Beyond the 30-minute time point, evaporation from the wells made the data unreliable.
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FP Measures CTD-CAI Binding
For further validation, we tested the ability of our FP assay to detect the binding
of known CA inhibitor, peptide CAI. We chemically synthesized CAI, where the Nterminus was fluorescently labeled with either Bodipy or TAMRA dye. We chose two
dyes to compared signal intensity and assay sensitivity. Bodipy is a boron containing
fluorophore and like TAMRA is also insensitive to solvent polarity, pH and has a high
extinction coefficient. It differs from TAMRA in that its emission spectrum is narrower;
meaning more light is emitted at the peak wavelength. This may allow of more of the dye
to be resolved, resulting in a more intense signal (35). Figure 4.9 shows both labeled
peptides were able to bind to CTD, as indicated by the increase in polarization. However,
the polarization window for the Bodipy labeled peptide was 125 mP compared to 92 mP
for the TAMRA labeled.

For this reason, CAI-Bodipy was chosen for further

experiments. Initially, we used 10 nM labeled peptide, but later we found that
concentrations as low as 1 nM were sufficient (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.9 CTD Binding Peptide Inhibitor CAI.
10 nM of labled CAI peptide was added to increasing amounts of unlabeled CTD. The increase in
polarization indicates peptide binding.
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Figure 4.10 CTD-CAIbodipy Direct Binding.
To determine the lowest concentration of CAI-bodipy needed for FP, various concentrations were used for
direct binding. Ultimately, a concentration of 1 nM was determined to be sufficient.

Figure 4.11 CAI-Bodipy Competition Assay.
To verify CAI-bodipy binding to CTD was specific, 100 µM CTD was added to 1 nM CAI-bodipy in a
384-well plate. Increasing amounts of unlabeled CAI peptide was added to calculate the IC50. A
concentration dependent decrease in polarization is seen, indicative of specific binding.

To rule out the possibility that the increase in polarization was due to non-specific
binding, we competed off the CAIbodipy with increasing amount of unlabeled CAI and saw
a does dependent decrease, indicative of specific binding (Figure 4.11). All together,
these results show our FP assay can detect the CTD monomer-dimer exchange and
specific binding of a known CA inhibitor.
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Optimization of Z-Factor
The next step was to test the robustness or suitability of our assay for larger scale
screening. This value can be obtained through the Z’, which is calculated using the
following equation:
Z= 1-((3 x (σρ+ση) / |µρ-µη|)
Where µ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation, ρ is the positive control, and η is the
negative control.

Data variation
Signal dynamic range
1.0 ideal assay
Excellent assay
Marginal assay

(σρ+ση)
|µρ-µη|
Z’
0.5 ≤ Z’ ≤ 1.0
Z’≤ 0.5

Z’ assays are determined by loading 2-384-well plates of positive controls and 2384-well plates of negative controls using the exact buffer, robot loading and plate
reading conditions that will use used in the assay. In place of the drugs, 34 nl of 100%
DMSO is loaded to the sample wells. Based on the initial titration, we chose to test 3
concentrations of CTD: 5, 10 and 15 µM, so we could use the smallest amount of sample
possible and still maintain a Z’ above 0.5. Ultimately a concentration of 15 µM CTD was
chosen based on the Z’ of 0.6.
CTD (µM)

Z’

5

0.11

10

0.21

15

0.55

Figure 4.12 Z’ Calculations for Different Concentrations of CTD.
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DMSO Tolerance
The compound libraries used for HTS are supplied lyophilized, and are brought
up to 10 mM in 100% DMSO. Therefore, it is necessary to test the FP assay’s tolerance
in 0.02% DMSO. We tested our assay’s tolerance to DMSO from 0.02% to 10% (Figure
4.13). The CTD-CTDTAMRA FP assay, tolerated DMSO levels up to 10%, with only
modest increases in Kd values (2.7 ± 0.6 µM to 11.1 ± 3.7 µM).

Figure 4.13 DMSO Tolerance of CTD Dimerization.

Chemical Libraries
The MicroSource Spectrum Collection
The Spectrum collection is a library of 2,000 compounds, 50% drugs, 30% natural
compounds, and 20% bioactive components. The majority of these drugs are available in
the US; however few are limited to the EU and Japan. They are primarily off-patent
compounds with defined, published toxicology profiles. The majority of them are
synthetic or semi-synthetic compounds with <5% naturally occurring. The naturally
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occurring compounds are purified from various sources worldwide, based on varying
chemical classes and structural diversity. The bioactive compounds are a combination of
non-drug enzyme inhibitors, receptor blockers, membrane active compounds, and cellular
toxins. Many of these compounds have either not reached development or been dropped
for toxicological or other reasons. This collection also includes representative marketed
pesticides and herbicides for comparative purposes.

The Maybridge HitFinder
The Maybridge HitFinder (Thermo Fischer Scientific) is a library of 14,400
compounds that fit Lipinski’s rule for “drug-likeness” and have been specifically
collected to represent a highly diverse set of compounds with little to no reactivity (135,
136).
Primary Single-Point Screen.
For each screening, 15 µM CTD + 100 nM CTDTAMRA were added to a 384-well
flat, black costar polypropylene plate, total volume of 20 µl, using a Beckman Coulter
Biomek FX Laboratory Workstation with a 96-well head. Proteins were in a buffer
containing 1X PBS and 0.02% Triton X-100. The robot was then fitted with a pin tool
head, to transfer 34 nl of 10 mM drug stocks in 100% DMSO to 320 wells. The final
concentration of drug in each well was 18.5 µM. Two columns of wells (32 wells) on
either end of each plate were used as positive and negative controls as shown in Figure
4.14. To these wells only 34 nl of DMSO was added. These control wells established a Zfactor for each plate run. Compounds were incubated for 10 min at room temperature
before being read at 530 nm and 580 nm on a BMG FluoroStar Microplate Reader.
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Figure 4.14 Layout of 384-well HTS Plate.
Each plate had two rows of controls on either end WT positive control with DMSO only, (green) WT CTD
with Compound, (yellow) and CTD with a dimer deficient mutant negative control (red).

The percentage of dimerization inhibition was established based on percentage of
FP increase compared to the control. Data was analyzed globally on Microsoft excel.
Compounds displaying >100% inhibition were eliminated as this indicated the
compounds were intrinsically fluorescent. Of the remaining compounds, only those with
a standard deviation of 1-4 from the average FP value were pooled for further analysis.
The Spectrum library was repeated twice and the Maybridge HitFinder was repeated
three times. The statistically significant results of both screens are reported in Table 4.1
and Table 4.2.
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Run

Z’

Spectrum-1

0.61

Spectrum-2

0.57

Maybridge-1

0.61

Maybridge-2

0.74

Maybridge-3

0.66

Figure 4.15 Z’ Calculations for HTS Screening.
Each spectrum collection required 7 384-well plates and each Maybridge required 45 384-well plates. The
table shows the average Z’ for all the plates in each run.

Figure 4.16 Analysis of 384-well Plate.
Plate 2 of 45 shown. Each point represents a single well. Positive controls ~330 mP and negative controls ~
275 mP. Points that fall below 320 mP are potential positive hits that will be further validated.
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Spectrum #
506
383
1486
252
1191
936
1394
1484
1961
846
1485
1465

% Inhibition
93
79
76
59
53
41
33
32
30
29
28
25

Table 4.1 Results from the Spectrum Collection.
We identified 12 compounds that demonstrated good CTD dimerization inhibition. All compounds except
#506 were identified in both screens.

Name
MB1
MB2
MB3
MB4
MB5
MB6
MB7
MB8

% Inhibition
76
65
26
47
32
22
20
21

Table 4.2 Results from the Maybridge HitFinder.
We identified 8 compounds that were identified at least twice in the three screens. Additional compounds
demonstrating good inhibition were identified but not use for further testing as they were only identified
once in three screens (data not shown).
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Secondary Screen
IC50 Determination
To validate compound binding and obtain an IC50, increasing concentration of
each of the 20 compounds were titrated into 15 mM CTD + 100 nM CTDTAMRA in a 384well flat, black costar polypropylene plate, at a total volume of 20 ml. plates were
incubated for 10 min at room temperature before reading the polarization on a BMG
FluoroStar Microplate Reader using the same conditions as the HTS.

Figure 4.17 Compound Inhibition of CTD Dimerization.
Secondary validation identified four compounds that were able to inhibit CTD dimerization with modest
IC50 ranges from 4-171 µM. Compounds with IC50 above 300 µM not shown.
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Inhibition of CA Assembly

Figure 4.18 In-vitro Assembly Assay Show Compounds Inhibit CA Assembly.
Assembly assays monitored at O.D. 350 nm. Control was 0.01% DMSO.

Our next goal was to see whether the compounds identified to disrupt CTD
dimerization were able to inhibit full-length CA assembly. Compounds were incubated
with 60 mM CA in 200 ml 50 mM Na2HPO4 pH 8.0 for 1 hr at 4°C at a concentration of
1:1 and 2:1. Stock drug compounds were dissolved to 10 mM in 100% DMSO. Total
DMSO in each assembly reaction was 0.01%. After 1 hr, 200 ml of Na2HPO4 , 5 M NaCl
pH 8.0 was added. Sample was vortex and O.D. 350nm was read for 1 hr on a NanoDrop
in a 10-mm cuvette.
The NMR spectra of known peptide inhibitor CAI with and without CTD was
taken as a control to optimize NMR conditions and concentrations. In a buffer containing
50 mM NaOAc, 5 mM DTT, 10% D20 pH 5.5, 200 µM CTD with mixed with D6 DMSO
or 300 µM CAI dissolved in D6 DMSO. The final concentration of D6 DMSO in each
tube was 5.6%. Figure 4.19 shows the resulting spectra.
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The same assay conditions were used to validate the binding of small compounds
SC1 and MB1-5. A representative spectra of CTD and MB1 can be seen in Figure 4.20.
The absence of peak shifting between the CTD only (black) and CTD + MB1 (red)
indicates the compound did not bind. The same results were obtained for all other
compounds. One explanation for this is that the NMR buffer conditions are not identical
to the conditions in which the HTS assays were performed. The HTS assays were
perform in 1X PBS, 0.01% Triton X-100 and 0.02-10% DMSO, pH 7.0. The low pH
buffer and presence of DTT in the NMR buffer may be interfering with compound
binding. To rule out this possibility, samples should be re-tested using HTS buffer
conditions at a more neutral pH and concentration of 30 µΜ instead of 200 µΜ.
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Figure 4.19 NMR Overlay of CTD and known peptide inhibitor CAI.
The spectra of CTD only (black) or CTD with CAI (red) show distinct peak shifts which indicate peptide
binding.
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Figure 4.20 NMR Overlay of CTD and Small Compounds MB1.
Overlay of 200 uM CTD only (black) and 200 uM CTD with 200 uM MB1 (red) show no peak shift
changes indicating the compound did not bind.
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Discussion
Attempts to identify inhibitors that target CA have met with limited success. The
fore mentioned therapies: PF-350074, CAP-1, α-HGA and CAI/NYAD all bind to CA
and prevent proper core formation, but challenges of toxicity, bioavailability, stability
and delivery need to be addressed. These compounds prove small molecules can bind to
hydrophobic pockets in CA and allosterically inhibit CA-CA interactions, and offer
promise that a small molecule targeting CA can be an effective anti-viral drug.
Here we show the successful development of a high-throughput screening assay
that can identify small molecules that disrupt the CTD-CTD interface. Of the 47,200
compounds screened, we identified five lead compounds that bind to CTD with modest
affinity and also diminish in-vitro CA assembly. Our future studies include: (1) NMR and
X-ray crystallography of identified compounds with CTD; (2) characterizing the
mechanism of inhibition; and (3) assessing compound toxicity and ability to block HIV-1
replication or infectivity in-vitro.
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Chapter 5 : Discussion
The human immunodeficiency virus is arguably the most well characterized
pathogen to date. The breadth and depth its research has led to an armory of drugs for the
treatment of HIV. Since the AIDS epidemic was first identified in the early 1980’s, the
development of HAART has dramatically lowered the mortality and morbidity of
individuals infected with HIV (111-116). Although the incidence rates of HIV have
decreased in certain countries, the rate of transmission among select populations remains
high. Furthermore, some drugs such as PR inhibitors have toxic side effects, making
patient compliance more difficult. Poor compliance can increase the likelihood of viral
resistance in an already mutation prone virus. More potent therapies with better safety
profiles could offer a relief from combination cocktails and toxic side effects. As
researchers it is our job to seek simpler, more potent and safer drugs. Targeted therapy
that will bring such drugs to the market requires continual research to deepen our
knowledge of the virus on a molecular level.
Despite the comprehensive structural and in-vitro studies on HIV CA, the
molecular mechanisms regulating CA dynamics is poorly understood. The first half of
this study sought to shed light on this through the analysis of the highly conserved
residues Cys198 and Cys218. Our discoveries support an oxidation dependent model
where formation of the immature virus does not require disulfide bond formation, but
subsequent proteolytic cleavage, and cysteine oxidation in the bloodstream creates a
population of unstable monomers, triggering the formation of a stable mature lattice. Reentry into the reducing environment another target cell will destroy the Cys198-Cys218
intramolecular disulfide, and facilitating core disassembly (Figure 5.1). This allows for
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reverse transcription, and viral replication to proceed. While these types of oxidationdependent assembly mechanisms have been reported for other viruses such as members
of Parvoviruses (137-139), we provide the first evidence of such a mechanism in HIV.

Oxidizing Environment
Unstable CTD monomer
Increased CTD dimerization

Reducing Environment
Decreased CTD dimerization
Enhanced CA Disassembly

Figure 5.1 HIV-1 CA Oxidation Dependent Model of Assembly and Disassembly.
Modified and reprinted by permission from Nature Publishing Group (License #3424820013889):
Francoise Barre-Sinoussi et al. Nature Reviews Microbiology. 11, 877-883 (2013).

Our interest in CA prompted the question: Can we design a HTS to identify small
molecule inhibitors of CTD-CTD interactions? The focus on CA as a potential
therapeutic target has been fueled by recent studies elucidating the PPI of the immature
and mature virus. The concept of targeting viral capsid proteins is not without precedent.
Drugs that bind to picornavirus, Hepatitis B virus, human coxsackie virus, and rhinovirus
capsids have already been identified (140-142). Research of novel antiviral drugs has
made significant advances thanks to modern molecular biology. We are now able to (1)
Optimize existing drugs (2) use existing drugs as lead compounds to identify homologous
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enzymes or targets, (3) use molecular modeling to rationally design drugs, and (4) use
high-throughput screening.
We successfully developed and optimized a fluorescence polarization based HTS
capable of identifying compounds that prevent CTD dimerization. The initial screening of
two compound libraries led to 20 compounds for further analysis. Direct binding assays
identified four inhibitors with suitable IC50 concentrations that were also able to diminish
in-vitro CA assembly. Despite this, NMR results suggest these compounds did not bind
to the CTD. These experiments will be repeated using different buffer conditions. This
initial compound screen of just over 16,000 compounds is relatively small compared to
other libraries such as those found at NCATS. The lack of positive hits is most likely a
reflection of the small libraries used and not a flaw in the assay design. Therefore, we
will continue to use this technique to screen additional compounds.
Once additional compounds have been identified, we will run our secondary
screening as previous described to determine the binding affinity and IC50 for CTD, and
the ability of the compounds to inhibit CA assembly. We will also seek to identify
residues involved in binding through NMR and x-ray crystallography. If compounds still
prove promising after these experiments, our next step will be to test their toxicity on
primary CD4+ T-cells as various concentrations. Toxicity can be measured using MTS
assays, which are colorimetric assays that detect mitochondrial cytochrome c release, an
indicator of cell death. Using a non-toxic doses we will add the compounds to CD4+ Tcells post infection with R5 for X4 tropic laboratory strains of HIV-1 (IIIB or BaL). We
will test the ability of small compounds to block viral replication and infectivity. As a
positive control, we will treat infected cells with known chemokine inhibitors of
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replication: RANTES for R5 and SDF-1α for X4 strains. As a negative control, we will
use compounds from the screen that did not impair CTD dimerization or CA assembly.
For replication assays approximately a TCID50 will be used to infect 1x106 CD4+
T-cells for 2 hours before washing the cells and adding various non-toxic concentrations
of small molecules in culture medium. Infected cells will be incubated at 37 °C and
additional doses of small compounds may be added every 2 days or when the media is
changed. HIV-1 replication will be monitored by ELISA quantification of p24 antigen
collected every 10 days from the supernatants of infected cells. Concentrations of p24
released from untreated, mock and small compound treated T-cells will be analyzed and
compared. As a control, the levels of intracellular Gag proteins will also be quantified by
western blot to rule out the possibility that the p24 in the supernatant is being released
from dying cells.
Virus collected from the supernatants of infected cells treated with small
compounds will be tittered and used to evaluate the ability of virions to infect CD4+ Tcells. The supernatant of target cells will be collected every 2 days and ELISA will detect
concentrations of p24 indicative of viral replication. Alternatively, the TZM-bl HeLa cell
line can be used instead of primary Cd4+ T-cells to monitor viral replication. This is a
cell that has been engineered to express CD4 and CCR5, and contains a luciferase gene
driven off the LTR promoter. Therefore, cells infected with replication competent virus
will express luciferase, allowing viral replication to be quantified on a colorimetric scale.
Electron microscopy will be used to compare the morphologies of virus from
mock, untreated and small compound treated cells. This will enable us to determine
whether the small molecules are maturation inhibitors. Detection of small molecules that
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inhibit maturation will be reflected by an increase of the particles with the immature,
radial morphology.
In conjunction with in-vitro assays, lead compound can be crystallized with
recombinant CTD to gain insight into the mechanism of action. Information as to where
the compounds are binding to CTD may enable us to optimize the compounds structure to
obtain a lower Kd.
We hypothesize small compounds identified through HTS will serve as a template
structure we can optimize to increase binding affinity and cellular uptake. It can also
serve to identify a chemical class of small molecules for further screening. To effectively
disrupt CTD-CTD interactions the compound would need to be cell permeable and either
bind to the immature Gag polyprotein, or be packaged into the immature virion. Having
established a robust HTS assay, we can also screen for small compounds that target other
regions of CA such as the hydrophobic pockets in the NTD bound by CAP-1 and PF3450074.
In this study CA as the primary target, but other domains in the Gag polyprotein
could also be viable options. While PR inhibitors target Gag processing, there are
currently no FDA approved drugs that target Gag function. Many events in the HIV-1
replication cycle are Gag dependent such as Gag targeting to the plasma membrane, or
viral RNA encapsulation, which could serve as potential targets for small molecule
therapeutics.
The data presented here offers the first biochemical and structural explanation for
the role of the highly conserved Cys198 and Cys218 in HIV-1 CA dynamics. Such
advances in our understanding of CA on a molecular level are not only important for
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HIV-1, but can also be applied to other viral capsids. In depth examination of viral
proteins is required to identify new therapeutic targets and drug classes. Despite the
advances in HIV-1 therapies, there is currently no drug on the market that specifically
targets CA or the functions of the Gag polyprotein. The development of our HTS assay
serves as a resource to identify such compounds and functions as a tool to couple
structural, biochemical, and biophysical observations with potential therapeutics.
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Appendix A: Peptide Sequences
Protein

Sequence

Calculated
Molecular
Weight (Da)

CTD
oxidized/reduced

SPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQE
VKNWMTETLLVQNANPDCKTILKALGPAATLEE
MMTACQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,532.9/9534.
9

CTD C198S

SPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQE
VKNWMTETLLVQNANPDSKTILKALGPAATLEE
MMTACQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,516.8

CTD C218S

SPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQE
VKNWMTETLLVQNANPDCKTILKALGPAATLEE
MMTASQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,516.8

CTD C198S/ C218S

SPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQE
VKNWMTETLLVQNANPDSKTILKALGPAATLEE
MMTASQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,500.8

CTD WM/AA

SPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQE
VKNAATETLLVQNANPDCKTILKALGPAATLEE
MMTACQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,344

CTD-TAMRA

SPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQE
VKNWMTETLLVQNANPDCKTILKALGPAATLEE
MMTACLGVGGPGHKARVL

9,929.7

CAI

GITFEDLLDYYGP

1,502.6

CAI Scrambled

IYDPTLYGLEFP

1,502.6

CAI-TAMRA

TAMRA-GITFEDLLDYYGP

1,914.6

CAI-Bodipy

Bodipy-GITFEDLLDYYGP

1,975.6

CTD

GSPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQ
EVKNWMTETLLVQNANPDCKTILKALGPAATLE
EMMTACQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,590.0

CTD WM/AA

GSH MTSILDIRQG PKEPFRDYVD RFYKTLRAEQ
ASQEVKNAAT ETLLVQNANP DCKTILKALG
PAATLEEMMT ACQGVGGPGH KARVL

9,585.9

Synthetic

Recombinant
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15

N-CTD

GSPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQ
EVKNWMTETLLVQNANPDCKTILKALGPAATLE
EMMTACQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,708.1

15

N-CTD C198S

GSPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQ
EVKNWMTETLLVQNANPDSKTILKALGPAATLE
EMMTACQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,692.0

15

N-CTD C218S

GSPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQ
EVKNWMTETLLVQNANPDCKTILKALGPAATLE
EMMTASQGVGGPGHKARVL

9,692.0

CA

PIVQNLQGQMVHQPISPRTLNAWVKVVEEKAFS
PEVIPMFSALSEGATPQDLNTMLNTVGGHQAAM
QMLKETINEEAAEWDRLHPVHAGPVAPGQMRE
PRGSDIAGTTSTLQEQIGWMTNNPPIPVGEIYKR
WIILGLDKIVRMYSPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDR
FYKTLRAEQASQEVKNWMTETLLVQNANPDCK
TILKALGPAATLEEMMTACQGVGGPGHKARVL
HHHHHH

26,429.2

CA C198S

PIVQNLQGQMVHQPISPRTLNAWVKVVEEKAFS
PEVIPMFSALSEGATPQDLNTMLNTVGGHQAAM
QMLKETINEEAAEWDRLHPVHAGPVAPGQMRE
PRGSDIAGTTSTLQEQIGWMTNNPPIPVGEIYKR
WIILGLDKIVRMYSPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDR
FYKTLRAEQASQEVKNWMTETLLVQNANPDSK
TILKALGPAATLEEMMTACQGVGGPGHKARVL
HHHHHH

26,413.2

CA C218S

PIVQNLQGQMVHQPISPRTLNAWVKVVEEKAFS
PEVIPMFSALSEGATPQDLNTMLNTVGGHQAAM
QMLKETINEEAAEWDRLHPVHAGPVAPGQMRE
PRGSDIAGTTSTLQEQIGWMTNNPPIPVGEIYKR
WIILGLDKIVRMYSPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDR
FYKTLRAEQASQEVKNWMTETLLVQNANPDCK
TILKALGPAATLEEMMTASQGVGGPGHKARVLH
HHHHH

26,413.2

CA C198S/C218S

PIVQNLQGQMVHQPISPRTLNAWVKVVEEKAFS
PEVIPMFSALSEGATPQDLNTMLNTVGGHQAAM
QMLKETINEEAAEWDRLHPVHAGPVAPGQMRE
PRGSDIAGTTSTLQEQIGWMTNNPPIPVGEIYKR
WIILGLDKIVRMYSPTSILDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDR
FYKTLRAEQASQEVKNWMTETLLVQNANPDSK
TILKALGPAATLEEMMTASQGVGGPGHKARVLH
HHHHH

26,397.1
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